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xD	One	question	-	your	serv…21.03.2019	08:41	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	Cathair:	“@Dero	Amazing	job	with	the	leaflet	and	with	the	tile	server!	Applied	the	tile	layers	from	the	wiki	to	the	AO2D	map	(Steal	like	an	artist,	or	so	they	say	whistling.png	)	”	I	thought	that	you	might	be	interrested	in	those	tiles	20.03.2019	12:32	UTCThe	Albion
Online	WikiHello	fellow	editors,	I'm	glad	to	announce	that	we	just	released	a	new	feature	to	the	Wiki.	-	The	country	listed	in	your	Google	Play	account	must	match	the	country	where	the	gift	card	or	promotional	code	is	offered.	Para	resolver	esto,	vaya	a	Configuración	->	Notificaciones	y	reinícielas.	We	are	currently	not	able	to	set	dynamic	spawn
times,	only	one	static	time	per	time	zone.	One	of	the	main	topics	is	the	rework	of	CC	Duration	scaling	and	how	Diminishing	Returns	affect	the	game.	”	Just	one	occasion	with	the	rough	time	(~11.30	UTC	with	chars	Solventh	and	Trader)	should	be	fine,	thanks.	20.09.2017	08:39	UTCAccess	to	Staging	iOS	VersionFrom	now	on	we'll	try	to	provide	the	iOS
Version	also	for	the	test	version	before	it	goes	on	live:	We	are	deploying	a	new	ios	version	1.0.331.97698	which	is	connecting	to	our	TestServer	(Staging)	and	not	the	LiveServer,	for	playing	on	live	install	the	previous	version	1.0.327.97446	(in	testflight	under	Previous	Builds).18.09.2017	16:57	UTCMap	timezone	bug	or	intended?Quote	from
TenBaRosh:	“@Monochrome	@Korn	Could	i	get	your	reply	on	that	please?	You	can	see	that	all	images	on	wiki.albiononline.com/wiki/Hammers	are	now	loading	propertly.	-	Lino03.07.2019	15:24	UTCVanity	&	Customization@Allison1	No,	there	is	currently	no	close-up	with	armor	included.	As	long	as	you	just	look	and	analyze	we	are	ok	with	it.	I	put	it
into	our	backlog…29.08.2018	14:55	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiHi	@Unii,	as	it	turned	out	there	was	an	issue	with	Items/Skills	that	contained	no	spaces	in	their	localized	name.	This	is	serious?	If	you	do	please	report.	-	Smite	(all	Holy	Staffs)	-	Cast	Time:	0.6s	->	0.5s	-	Hitdelay:	0.2s	->	0s	-	Standtime:	0.2s	->	0s	-	Cooldown:	3s	->	2s	-	Instant	Damage:
120	->	100	-	Mark	Damage:	40	->	30	-	Mark	Duration:	5s	->	3s	Cheers,	Retro19.05.2022	08:41	UTCI	can't	get	into	black	zone	after	install	server	test	staging@deznoon	1.	Do	you	have	any	concerns	about	this	change?	-	Marketplace	buy	amount	can	now	be	set	in	the	Options-Interface,	1	or	maximum.	This	way	we	can	have	one	fight	with	1100
itempower	daily	but	keep	the	cap	harder	to	ensure	that	lower	levels	are	not	purely	dictated	by…20.12.2019	14:09	UTCCrystal	League	-	Rewards	and	ScheduleCrystal	League	-	Rewards	and	Schedule	As	a	follow	up	to	the	recent	Dev	Talk,	this	post	will	show	the	rewards	and	planned	schedules	in	more	detail.	Make	sure	music	is	enabled	under	Game
Settings	->	Audio	->	Music	You	can	also	listen	to	the	soundtrack	playlist	here13.09.2021	14:39	UTCI	will	buy	your	shit!!That	doesn't	sound	very	sanitary.13.09.2021	13:49	UTCWill	we	drop	untradeable	items	when	we	die	in	red	or	black	zone?No,	untradable	items	stay	on	you	when	you	die	and	respawn.31.08.2021	09:19	UTCDev	Update:	Outland
Power	Balance,	Next	Season	and	Update	ProgressHi	everyone,	I’m	here	to	provide	a	quick	update	on	our	development	progress	and	what	you	can	look	forward	to	in	the	coming	weeks	and	months!	In	our	last	roadmap	update	we	gave	you	a	first	insight	into	our	plans	for	Albion’s	next	Content	Update.	The	processes	that	are	involved	in	this	patch	can
potentially	extend	the	downtime	by	up	to	30	minutes.	”	Hi	@Meatloaf80,This	should	help	you:	Quote	from	Mytherceria:	“Quote	from	desimushk:	“Is	it	available	in	HK	Apple	APP	Store.	This	means	that	your	bids	count	double.	”	Hi	@Mathieu94P	We	know	the	iss…29.06.2017	12:36	UTC[Feedback	Wanted!]	New	Hector	DungeonsThank	you	guys,	again,
for	your	time	and	feedback!	We're	really	grateful	for	this.	Personally,	I	do	not	recommend	that	you	use	any	3rd	party	anti	virus	programs	at	all.	We	just	have	to	ask	for	your	patience	and	understanding.	Read	a	written	summary	here:	albiononline.com/news/devtalk-magi…13.05.2022	11:14	UTCInto	the	Fray	Update	on	Staging
Serverforum.albiononline.com/index.p…536729996ad5795e9638d9c51	Hi	everyone,	As	announced	in	our	latest	Dev	Talk,	the	Into	the	Fray	update	is	coming	soon,	bringing	an	overhaul	of	Magic	Staffs,	new	Portal	Towns,	big	changes	to	Castles,	a	new	Crystal	Arena	and	knockdown	Crystal	League,	and	much	more.	I	did	enjoy	that	a	lot	-	Lino12.07.2019
12:41	UTCH4n1baL	says	goodbyeHey	everyone!	It's	hard	to	write	this,	but	the	Percival	update	marks	the	end	of	my	time	at	Sandbox	Interactive.	And	regarding	the	resource	territories	that	have	regular	GvGs	at	that	time:	these	Crystal	Realm	fights	can	still	take	place	since	the	current	owners	crystal	team	has	to	be	only	in	the	cluster	surrounding	the
territory	to	take	part	in	the	Crystal	Battle	as	of	right	now.	I	just	updated	the	NDA	patchnotes	with	all	the	latest	changes	for	the	new	update.	But…29.10.2021	18:04	UTCTreasure	ReworkHi	everyone,	Here	I	want	to	talk	a	little	bit	about	how	and	why	we	changed	Treasure	Sites	and	what	you	can	expect	from	them	when	Lands	Awakened	launches.	It's
just	way	more	complicated	to	implement	than	a	simple	hair	model	change	for	example.	----	What	is	the	exploit?	Any	other	players	are	welcome	to	report	similar	occurrences.	Roads	of	Avalon:	the	zone	itself	has	a	tier	that	determines	what	tier	of	mobs	you	can	between	those	marked	pockets.	(Which	we	stated	earlier	this	week.)	We're	giving	our	best	to
implement	a	solution	before	the	weekend.	Edit:	I	just	saw	the	copy	paste	mistake	I	made	in	my	post	above,	I	adjusted	it	so	now	it	shows	the	right	values	and	number,	sorry	for	the	confusion	25.02.2021	11:34	UTCAre	the	2v2s	in	its	final	state?	Right	click	your	own	portrait/avatar	3.	Still,	I	highly	doubt	that	it	was	"fried"	by	a	"hacker".	Island	access
rights	can	be	set	in	more	detail	below	this	option,	so	you	can	specify	who	you	want	to	have	access	to	your	island:	-	if	you	want	the	personal	island	to	be	"private",	then	don't	add	anyone	to	the	access	list	-	if	you	wish	to	make	it	only	accessible	to	your	guild,	then	a…11.08.2021	16:58	UTCWhat	do	baby	chickens	eat?Quote	from	Charvell:	“SOLVED:	They
actually	do	eat	carrots,	I	did	not	realize	you	had	to	shift	click	them	to	add	them	as	an	item	to	feed.	Crystal	League	will	develop	over	the	coming	seasons,	as	participation	and	demand	will	show	us	how	to	adapt.	youtube.com/watch?v=maBakwP1mjk	Note:	This	video	includes	subtitles	for	all	our	supported	languages.	With	“Lands	Awakened”,	we	are
expanding	this	funct…29.10.2021	09:22	UTCVery	Poor	Service	!	Albion	Online	:	MobileHullo,	We're	not	blocking	anything	in	regards	to	google	gift	cards	-	I'm	not	certain	we	even	could.	The	default	value	has	been	set	back	to	1.	We're	continuously	working	on	improving	the	situation	but	it	will	take	a	few	days	until	we	have	a	final	solution.	”	You	can
feed	them	with	any	grown	crop	or	herb.	What	are	your	plans	to	avoid	situations	like	this	in	the	future?	The	new	Hellgate	iteration	should	still	cut	down	the	time	spent	outside	in	the	open	world	by	quite	a	bit.	Здесь	у	вас	должны	быть	записи	о	предупреждениях	при	входе	в	PvP-зону.	1.13.369	-	12	13	December	2018	The	Yuletide	season	has	come	to
Albion!	Presents	and	decorated	trees	can	now	be	seen	throughout	Albion's	cities	and	towns.	”	Hi	there,	skins	production	does	not	compete	with	game	updates	as	it	is	done	by	different	groups	of	people.	”	Well,	those	are	the	Outland	Banks	that	can	be	found	all	over	the	Black	Zone.	Some	image	in	the	Hammers	page	aren't	showing	at	all	:
wiki.albiononline.com/wiki/Hammers	.	At	least	3	GB	of	memory	is	required	(as	always,	more	is	better,	so	4	GB	are	recommended)	to	run	the	mobile	client.	However,	we'll	be	treating	this…08.04.2019	11:09	UTCRaid/Party	InterfaceQuote	from	DildoSwaggings:	“Hello,	I	think	the	Party/Raid	interface	could	use	with	the	ability	to	personalize	it	according
to	the	specific	player,	For	example:	1.	The	images	are	pretty	big	in	size	which	can	cause	slow	loading	and	performance	issues	on	…11.02.2019	14:15	UTCSomething	broken	with	Character	Builder	at	albiononline.comHi	@gmatagmis,	I	had	a	look	into	the	issue	and	was	rather	suprised	it	even	exists.	”	Hi	@mNote,	when	writing	the	code	for	the	layout	I
was	afraid	that	something	like	that	may	happen.	…29.03.2019	16:30	UTCMore	deco	for	IslandsHey	there,	Thanks	for	this	big	list	of	item	suggestions,	will	pass	it	along!	We	do	hope	to	bring	you	more	and	more	furniture	items	for	your	island	through	the	Adventurers	Challenge..	First	of	all	we	will	change	the	first	time	to	02:00	UTC	(for	14:00,	13:00,
12:00,	05:00,	04:00,	03:00,	02:00,	01:00,	and	00:00).	Откройте	меню	игры	(правая	верхняя	кнопка	или	нажмите	ESC)	2.	EDIT:	the	security	code	message	you	get	when	you	log	on	to	an	account	in-game	for	the	first	time	doesn't	count	as	full	2FA.	28.06.2017	11:59	UTC[Feedback	Wanted!]	New	Hector	DungeonsThank	you	guys!	Really	appreciate
your	feedback!	Keep	it	on!27.06.2017	16:56	UTC[Feedback	Wanted!]	New	Hector	DungeonsHello!	With	Hector,	we	introduced	a	few	dungeons,	with	some	additional	changes	introduced	in	Hector	Patch	#2	to	make	then	more	fun	and	interesting.	Everything	else	i	get	a	502	Bad	Gateway	error.	@Shozen	I'm	happy	to	say	that	there's	actually	a	few	more
small	Guild	QoL	things	coming	soonish	that	I	managed	to	push	in.	Our	Coders	are	working	hard	on	this	and	we	will	add	it	ASAP.	I'll	discuss	them	with	the	coders	to	see	how	much	of	an	impact	this	would	have	and	think	of	potential	workarounds	for	performance	issues.	The	solution	will	be	something	automatic	such	as	using	the	install	drive	if	the	temp
folder	is	full,	so	no	fiddling	with	ini	files.24.01.2017	16:34	UTCREQEUST:	Albion	Launcher	changes!Apparently	your	temp	folder	is	still	on	drive	C.	Rest	assured	no	data	is	lost	on	that	end.	We'll	look	into	that.18.05.2022	09:37	UTCI	can't	get	into	black	zone	after	install	server	test	stagingHey	there,	there	is	an	issue	with	the	new	notifications	coming
with	the	next	update	when	switching	back	to	the	Live	server.	Thank	you	for	all…23.07.2018	14:46	UTCPen	Garn	-	T4	map	outpost	missing?Hey	LordSilva,	This	is	by	design,	so	all	biome	cities	have	the	same	amount	of	outposts	and	the	same	amount	of	outposts	in	the	same	travel	distance.20.07.2018	08:13	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Faction	WarfareQuote
from	banshi:	“faction	champion	don't	scale	down	in	blue	and	yellow	zones.	The	new	fame	buff	only	applies	to	static	dungeons,	world	bosses	and	elite	mobs	in	the	Black	Zone	just	like	the	buff	before	the	patch.	We're	looking	into	it	-	but	all	servers	and	traffic	seems	fine	from	our	side.16.05.2018	11:30	UTCWelcome	All	Steam	PlayersWelcome	Steamers,
have	fun!16.05.2018	11:16	UTCWelcome	All	Steam	PlayersAlso	a	big	welcome	from	the	developers	to	all	new	Steam	players.	This	should	ensure	that	we	will	eventually	catch	up	with	the	current	state.	Czytaj	dalej,	aby	dowiedzieć	się	więcej:	albiononline.com/pl/news/lands-awakened-patch-8	Aby	zobaczyć	pełną	listę	zmian,	sprawdź	oficjalne	notatki
zmian.25.04.2022	10:10	UTCPatch	Éveil	des	Landes	#8	est	arrivéb73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	Le	Patch	#8	d’Éveil	des	Landes	est	là	!	Ce	patch	apporte	d'importants	changements	dans	l’équilibrage	du	combat,	un	meilleur	matchmaking	d'arène,	la	statue	du	vainqueur	de	la	Saison	14,	et	plus	encore.	”	Tier	6	resources	were	re-
added	back	into	Tier	8	clusters	because	this	was	requested	by	many	players.	An	interactive	map	of	the	world	of	Abion.	In	general,	it's	a	minor	part	of	what	we	are	doing	and	also	a	very	minor	part	of	our	business	model,	which	is	heavily	centered	on	the	premium	status	and	always	has	been.13.05.2022	14:40	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Into	the	Fray
UpdateQuote	from	XBunto:	“One	thing	that	bothers	me	is	that	there	is	no	confirmation	on	payment	when	using	the	Journey	Back	ability	-	confirmation	of	the	price	you	will	have	to	pay	after	successful	channelling	would	be	a	great	addition.	You	can	now	easily	install	the	app	via	the	native	storefronts	and	take	Albion	Online	with	you	whereever	you	go.
I've	checked	with	a	bunch	of	character	names	that	I	know	exist	-	for	some,…02.02.2022	21:21	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Lands	Awakened	Patch	5Not	listed	yet,	but	tThis	change	will	also	be	part	of	Patch	5:	-	Gravitational	Collapse	(Spiked	Gauntlets)	-	Damage	vs	Plate:	450	->	380	01.02.2022	16:00	UTCStack/Sort	in	the	InventoryHi	everyone,	Sorry
for	keeping	quiet	on	the	topic	for	so	long.	We	are	investigatng	it.	if	not,	why	not?	The	go…05.08.2016	13:36	UTCFull	Client	Will	Be	Available	For	Download	From	Official	Website?We	can	do	that	if	it	helps.	You	are	absolutely	correct	in	that	you	deserve	to	know	the	reason	for	your	mute	and	we	try	to	provide	that	in	the	best	and	most	efficient	way
possible.	This	exploit	is	most	commonly	performed	in	the	Conqueror's	Hall,	although	it	is	not	excl…11.08.2021	18:26	UTCGuild	Master	not	able	to	change	perms	for	Guild	Island	away	from	CustomQuote	from	PretzStarwind:	“I've	had	plenty	of	them	before	that	were	not	any	guild	or	person	I	knew	but	I	could	go	to	their	island	”	There	was	no	change	in
regard	to	island	permissions	-	their	permission	either	included	your	alliance,	guild	or	your	character	specifically	for	you	to	be	able	to	have	access.11.08.2021	18:05	UTCGuild	Master	not	able	to	change	perms	for	Guild	Island	away	from	CustomHey	there,	The	access	mode	of	every	island	is	always	custom	by	default	and	this	option	cannot	be	changed	-
this	is	normal	(imagine	how	your	island	list	would	look	like	if	players	could	set	their	islands	to	"public").	They	are	still	exclus…12.07.2019	17:23	UTCH4n1baL	says	goodbyeThanks	for	the	kind	words	everyone!	This	means	a	lot	to	me.	Farmables	6.	This	change	has	been	…30.08.2019	08:40	UTCFame	API	seems	to	have	stalled	againJust	to	keep	you
updated:	We	implemented	a	change	that	will	reduce	the	amount	of	data	coming	in	for	processing.	With	the	next	content	update,	we’re	planning	to	reveal	the	Roads	of	Avalon.	The	only	people	who	still	get	their	accounts	stolen	are	those	who	use	the	same	password	for	Albion	and	their	email	account	(or	the	email	account	is	otherwise
compromised).08.11.2016	19:03	UTCConcerns	about	acount	safetyHi	HyunMi,	you	are	not	wrong,	but	there	is	no	way	for	us	to	make	this	secure.	Currently	listening	to	'Tower	Lord'	book	two	in	the	Ravens	shadow	trilogy	(Blood	song),	third	book	will	be	out	really	soon	as	well	(7th	of	july).	”	Due	to	the	30%	of	gear	/	37%	of	resources	that	thrash	(no
matter	if	you	suicide	or	get	killed)	this	generally	will	not	be	worth	it.02.03.2022	23:29	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Quote	from	Kheiron:	“Transport	is	a	huge	important	part	of	the	game.	To	make	the	transition	for	everyone	easier,	we	will	be	adding	a	new	feature	that	allows	you	to	move	and	transfer	your	laborers.	That	said,
these	trade	runs	need	to	offer	a	good	reward,	especially	in	the	case	a	player	picked	a	smart	resource	flip,	since	this	is	also	a	form	of	transmutation	where	you	can	exchanging	a	cheaper	resource	against	a	more	valu…19.07.2018	16:00	UTCSome	faction	war	feedback"Another	thing,	how	will	the	defensive	bonus	for	high	standard	rep	apply?.	”	Currently
there	are	no	plans	to	do	this.	This	is	why	we	moved	the	time	window	after	the	siege	camps.	We	identified	the	severity	of	the	problem,	and	fortunately	there	was	no	need	for	a	rollback.	Besides	of	this	data	will	generally	be	updated	once	per	day.15.08.2019	10:10	UTCWardrobe	&	Today's	Patch	ChangesHey	folks,	In	the	leadup	to	our	latest	update
“Percival”,	@H4n1baL	announced	the	introduction	of	our	Vanity	&	Customization	feature.	Also,	we	know	that	pretty	much	every	player	spends	at	least	some	time	on	their	island/s,	so	I	also	think	the	option	to	theme	them	could	be	a	very	suitable	change	and	would	help	with	getting	immersed	in	the	world.	If	you	can	tell	us	the	involved	characters	and
when	that	happened	please,	so	we	could	check	that	out.18.05.2022	10:49	UTCMorning	starThanks	for	the	video,	I	found	a	couple	issues	with	some	spells	and	the	Dismount	Cleanse.	We	changed	that	and	soon	the	daily	level	2	matches	will	be	available	in	the	off	season	as	well.25.11.2020	10:08	UTCPlease	instead	of	removing	siege	camps	totally	turn
them	into	the	new	banks.Thank	you	for	your	feedback	and	I	am	happy	to	tell	you	that	this	is	exactly	what	we	are	going	to	do.	-	Various	UI	improvements.	We're	sorry	for	you	inconvenience.19.08.2017	23:37	UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)The	issues	were	partially	related	to	a	minor	DDOS	attack	that	is	already	over.	Currently	there're	no
plans	to	change	that.	Перейти	к	уведомлениям	4.	That	is	just	not	how	these	things	work.	This	post	gets	regularly	updated	with	the	latest	changes	of	our	internal	playtests.	We	don't	want	players	with	high	rep.	We	are	especially	looking	for	players	experienced	in	small	scale	open	world	content.	-	Evoque16.04.2019	17:57	UTCIsland	Favourites
TeaserHey	again,	Quote	from	Zarf:	“Great	addition,	thank	you.	If	you	mean	the	aggregations	then	it	will	be	hard	to	do	as	we	would	manually	need	to	calc…06.09.2019	15:19	UTCFame	API	seems	to	have	stalled	againI'm	happy	to	announce	that	we're	almost	up	to	date	again.	With	a	lot	of	experiences	in	Hellgates	/	builds	/	comps,	I	feel	that	I	have	to
express	myself	to	bring	considerable	improvements	to	this	content.	(See	en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heuristic_analysis)	I.e.	the	virus	scanner	has	absolutely	no	idea	what	this	is,	but	thinks	it's	suspicious	anyway.	Below	you	find	the	current	setup,	but	as	always	this	is	all	something	we	will	tinker	with	according	to	player	feedback	and	the	data	that	we	can
collect	Ip	requirement,	caps,	scaling,	mob	tier	-	Nonlethal	-	Hellgate	2v2	Nonlethal:	800ip	requirement,	900ip	cap,	90%	scaling,	T5	mobs	-	Hellgate	5v5	Nonlethal:	800ip	requ…25.02.2021	09:03	UTCHellgate	Feedback:Hey	there,	-	The	distance	is	still	a	matter	of	balancing,	we	still	would	love	to	have	players	roam	the	open	world	before	they	go	into	a
Hellgate	chaining	spree.	Buff	is	limited	to	20	allies	and	is	lost	upon	dying,	leaving	the	zone,	or	logging	out.	Misc.	The	randomization	is	limited	to	Tier	7	and	Tier	8.04.11.2021	12:57	UTCMuted	players	limitQuote	from	ViniciusSanctus:	“Plus	I	found	no	way	to	access	the	list	so	i	could	remove	not	present	beggars	and	add	the	current	ones.	None	of	these
parameters	exists	in	Albion	Online.	To	start,	we’ve	reduced	the	Base	IP	Requirement	1100	to	1000,	as	well	as	changed	the	soft	cap	f…17.03.2021	10:15	UTCUnity	Version	Upgrade	with	Call	to	ArmsHello	everyone,	With	the	launch	of	the	Call	to	Arms	update,	we've	upgraded	the	underlying	Albion	Online	game	engine	version.	We're	also	considering
running	another	test	once	those	issues	have	been	adressed,	and	we'll	be	sure	to	boost	up	the	test	servers	even	further	to	allow	for	more	players	if	we	do.26.02.2021	10:57	UTCEssentials	Improvements	for	Hellgate	to	be	perfectQuote	from	KyGho:	“Hello,	for	those	who	do	not	know	me	I	am	KyGho,	I	have	been	living	Hellgates	for	almost	2	years,	and	I
would	like	to	pass	on	my	vision	on	updating	this	content.	Try	logging	in	again	-	it	should	generate	a	new	code.	its	only	used	for	gatherer	or	dungeon	farmer	,	then	ganker	instead	camp	the	road	where	gatherer	back	they	will	directly	camp	t8map	or	some	where	people	do	the	activities	and	no	one	will	be	posibles	to	their	game.	So	while	that	would	be	a
cool	feature,	we	can't	set	this	up	for	the	Nimue	release	23.10.2018	13:09	UTCCrystal	Realm	Battles	-	Share	Your	FeedbackHi	there,	thanks	so	much	for	all	of	your	feedback,	it’s	as	always	very	appreciated!	Time	frame	And	as	already	mentioned,	will	change	the	time	frame	in	the	next	version	(right	now	we	consider	19	and	4	UTC)	but	we’re	quite
flexible	here.	Lots	of	love	”	Heyo!	So	far	I	have	to	tell	you	that	f…08.04.2019	10:14	UTCTarget	Markers	for	PartyHey	@Hristov,	You	can	mark	yourself	if	you	follow	these	steps:	1.	So	far	I	have	not	found	any	cases	where	the	teleport	did	not	happen,	but	silver	was	still	deducted.	This	widespread	acceptance	and	distribution	of	tools	latching	onto	that
API	is,	at	the	moment,	its	downfall.	Their	location	are	shown	on	the	world	map	by	their	World	Boss	(Harvester	for	Undead,	Earthmother	for	Keeper	and	Demon	Prince	for	Morgana).	This	is	a	strategy	used	by	gank	groups	who	camp	at	a	static	location	near	the	portals	in	order	to	catch	solo	or	small	group	players	when	they	return	from	the	Outlands	to
the	Royal	Con…06.05.2022	15:22	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)@Oshien	please	see	my	assessment	from	the	other	thread	below,	it	also	gives	you	some	background	info	on	our	thinking	here.	I	assume	you	mean	the	description	on	the	wiki,	which	was	indeed	incorrect.	w…05.04.2022	18:09	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->
see	new	thread)Quote	from	MythicDragon:	“	I	believe	there	are	much	simpler	ways	to	solve	this.	-Talion22.12.2020	15:44	UTCAPI	Update	-	Rendering	Guild	LogosQuote	from	shoo7ter:	“HTTP	ERROR	500	Problem	accessing	/api/gameinfo/guilds/logo.png.	please	some	fast,	solo	queue	and	competitive	pvp/pve	contents.Quote	from	Chiattone:	“and	what
do	you	think	about	Steam	charts?	This	includes	the	new	and	overhauled	abilities	for	Fire,	Holy,	Cursed	and	Nature	Staffs.	I'll	take	a	look	at	this	behaviour	and	see	if	we	can	improve	…19.04.2019	13:00	UTCShotcaller	Interview:	Sucks	While	the	armies	of	Albion	sharpen	their	weapons	and	refill	their	stocks	in	preparation	for	Season	6,	we	chatted	with
one	of	Blue	Army's	lead	shotcallers	about	his	approach	to	guild	warfare.	This	should	be	fixed	with	the	upcoming	upate.	NDA	Balance	Playtests	There	is	also	a	few	other	changes,	some	of	them	are	not	yet	on	staging.	Читайте	далее…	Статуя	победителя	нового	сезона	Для	начала,	в	Зале	завоевателей	появился	кое-кто	новый!	Вы	можете
обнаружить	там	статую,	посвященную	победе	IAMNIUBI	в	14	сезоне.	-	The	Ip	is	going	to	be	raised	from	1000	to	1100	on	Friday	-	And	we	are	still	collecting	data,	how	much	fame	can	actually	be	achieved	in	the	Hellgate	Hope	that	helps	a	bit	Cheers,	Dom25.02.2021	08:44	UTCAre	the	2v2s	in	its	final	state?	”	The	changes	to	Hardcore	Expeditions
will	be	part	of	the	next	version	of	the	patch	notes.	-	Evoque07.03.2019	13:29	UTCAdventure	Challenges	now	lack	excitementHey	@Meleodus,	Quote	from	Meleodus:	“(1)	Part	of	the	reason	why	rewards	are	not	considered	special,	and	why	I	believe	I	am	receiving	an	in-game	stipend	rather	than	a	reward	for	my	efforts	is	that	I	can	receive	the	daily	point
bonus	in	10	minutes.	And	instead	do	bigg…09.03.2022	19:58	UTC[March	9th	|	Network	Issue]	Albion	Online	server	is	currently	offlineHey	everyone,	Our	Server	host	is	currently	experiencing	networking	issues,	for	now	the	servers	are	still	unstable.	March	2022]	Lands	Awakened	Hotfix	7.1Lands	Awakened	Patch	7	Hotfix	1	Fixes	-	Fixed	an	issue	where
chest	loot	was	not	split	between	party	members	30.03.2022	10:02	UTC[30.	You	can	open	it	via	the	little	arrow	in	a	market	details	window.	Very	Important:	All	these	changes	are	still	in	testing	and	may	vastly	differ	in	the	final	patch.	Hope	that	answers	any	questions.	”	Hi	@Robinhoodrs,	what	you	see	in	this	image	is	my	VERY	WIP	visual	Mockup	for	the
Faction	Warfare	worldmap	that	I	am	currently	wor…02.11.2020	18:16	UTCSBI,	can	we	please	talk	about	your	unoffical	API.Hey	everyone,	Thanks	for	bringing	up	your	concerns	about	the	performance	of	the	API.	Choose	a	mark	symbol	Hope	this	helps!	-	Evoque04.04.2019	15:10	UTCFree-to-Play	FAQQuote	from	Skitted:	“And	for	our	veteran	players,
we	have	an	exclusive	thank-you	gift:	the	incredible	Specter	Wolf	mount.	-	Added	various	tooltips	-	Destiny	Board	Tracker	tooltip	displays	now…02.08.2018	13:24	UTCNew	Horse	Gallop	SoundsQuote	from	foxon:	“Quote	from	dagother:	“Those	gallop	sounds	will	be	disabled	in	cities	in	patch	#1	soon!	”	oh	nice:)	what	about	ox?in	market	is	crazy...but	now
horses	is	lauther	then	ox..	For	the	past	eight	years,	we	have	been	building	Albion	Online	up	completely	on	our	own	-	everything	from	development,	to	marketing,	translations,	customer	support	has	been	built	up	by	ourselves.	There	were	many	great	ideas	that	we	will	keep	in	mind.	0c80143a9d4961703c81dce0da5be1dcc3087d6f.jpeg					:	-		:				-…
25.04.2022	10:06	UTC苏醒的大地8号补丁现已实装b73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	苏醒的大地8号补丁现已实装！本次补丁带来了重大的战斗数值平衡改动、优化的竞技场队列等等族繁不及的改动。继续阅读以了解更多...	Encryption	does	not	help	here,	because	the	game	needs	to	be	able	to	decrypt	and	send	the	password	on	login,	so	the	encryption	key
needs	to	be	stored	somewhere	as	well	and	can	be	stolen	in	the	same	way...	You	will	be	able	to	use	the	amount	selection	(1,10,Full	Stack)	AND	be	able	to	stack	items	…26.02.2021	19:05	UTC[February	26th]	Faction	Warfare	Playtest	Challenge	-	Rewards	Inside!Hi	everyone,	its	really	hard	to	estimate	how	many	people	will	be	responding	to	playtests	like
this-	we	were	far	more	successful	than	anticipated	in	mobilizing	the	Albion	playerbase.	-	Evoque26.03.2019	15:32	UTC[27.03.19]	Webserver	MaintenanceHi	everyone,	Tomorrow,	the	27th	of	March,	during	our	routine	downtime	starting	at	10:00	UTC,	the	official	website,	forum	and	wiki	will	undergo	technical	maintenance.	Avatar	Selection	2.	For
optimum	efficiency,	you	need	to	refine	in	the	city	and	craft	in	a	hideout.	players)	-	Area	Damage	40	->	30	(vs.	-Talion17.06.2021	08:11	UTCMy	cat	died	last	night	:(Sorry	to	hear...	Laborer	Contracts	forum.albiononline.com/index.p…5a201f8760713884c4efe521f	Simply	put,	these	let	you	pick	up	any	placed	laborer	and	transfer	them	to	your	inventory,
as	you	would	with	furniture	items.	But	the	issue	is	caused	due	to	an	external	service	that	we	have	to	use.	Cheers,	Retro01.05.2022	10:01	UTCThe	Morgana	Challenge	Returns027dde82b736f8d6b84326863dbd8c9d7f287f1f.jpeg	The	Disciples	of	Morgana	have	re-emerged	from	the	shadows...	If	you	have	10	morgana	mares,	you'll	get	10	skin-unlock
items.	Currently	the	system	checks	your	materials	after	every	crafting	process	and	generates	a	new	list.	First	of	all,	note	that	the	concept	above	does	not	help	people	who	want	to	transport	gear	from	a	city	or	hideout	to	another	city	or	hideout.	As	a	workaround	until	it's	fixed,	you	can	go	to	Settings	->	Notifications	and	reset	them.18.05.2022	09:33
UTCDuel	request	issue	with	another	UI'sHey	there,	I	guess	you	closed	the	other	UI	with	ESC?	After	this	point,	you	can	simply	download	the	game	client	from	the	website,	create	a	free	account,	and	join	the	action.	Thread	locked.	April	2022]	Lands	Awakened	Hotfix	7.2Lands	Awakened	Patch	7	Hotfix	2	Fixes	-	Fixed	an	issue	where	enchanted	items	did
not	trigger	Healing	Sickness	-	[LINUX]	Fixed	an	issue	with	the	launcher	that	was	causing	sudden	framerate	drops	-	if	you	were	experiencing	this	problem,	please	update	your	launcher	to	the	newest	version	Note:	this	is	a	server-side	hotfix	and	will	not	require	downloading	a	new	client.01.04.2022	04:37	UTCmuting	informationQuote	from
notthinkingaboutit:	“i	dont	agree	but	i	can	indeed	now	at	least	understand	how	they	could	interpret	what	i	said	as	a	reason	for	the	mute	thanks	for	that	”	This	was	a	surprisingly	positive	conclusion	-	normally	I’d	expect	this	kind	of	thread	to	end	in	a	rant.	”	Thanks	for	the	suggestions,	will	see	what	we	can	do!	Quote	from	Equartus:	“Are	you	ready	guys?
A	player	could	put	the	correct	amount	in	at	first,	then	pull	the	same	scam	mentioned	above	and	there	wouldnt	even	be	a	change	of	the	number	displayed.	Which	brings	us	to	the	error	message	that	you	screenshotted	and	had	me	intrigued	(and	also	saw	the	same	message	when	using	the	copypasted	name	from	this	thread)	-	as	normally,	it	would	give
you	an	"xxx	is	offline"	message.	We	want	to	give	you	the	chance	to	play	more	than	one	game	each	day,	and	still	retain	the	benefits	of	overlapping	time	slots,	which	should	keep	high-end	teams	away	from	the	lower	levels.	We	have	not	changed	anything	on	the	Character	Builder	besides	providing	it	with	updated	data	in	recent	times.	Sometimes	we	just
try	out	various	things,	which	may	get	reverted.	Case	1:	You	ar…04.03.2022	13:32	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Quote	from	Gank:	“I	can	see	all	the	rats	who	follow	zvzs	around	for	loot	enjoying	this	change	so	much.	The	issue	will	be	solved	within	the	next	few	minutes.	-Talion02.07.2021	10:14	UTC[02.07]	Fixing	of	the
HotfixHello	everyone,	We	have	seen	a	few	reports	on	the	forum	about	people	not	being	able	to	download	the	Hotfix	we	released	on	July	1st.	When	can	we	expect	2FA	(tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6238)	commonly	used	solution	to	be	implemented?	Here	is	a	link	to	the	new	adjustments,	please	continue	giving	feedback	as	we	are	always	happy	to	hear	your
guys	thoughts.	@Shozen	I'm	on	a	festival	from	tomorrow	on,	so	I'll	drop	you	a	message	at	the	beginning	of	next	week.	There	are	very	hard	requirements	on	the	parameters	but	they	are	all	properly	docu…03.12.2020	11:24	UTC[2.	We	have	also	added	connections	between	these	zones	and	neighboring	ones,	so	that	now	each	portal	zone	has	four	total
exits.	Thank	you	for	your	sharing	your	personal	experience,	it's	very	much	appreciated	and	I	am	sure	the	devs	will	be	thrilled	to	hear	your	feedback	when	we	drop	it	by	them!	-	Evoque19.03.2019	15:55	UTCMake	it	so	Right	Click	Only	MovesHey	guys,	Thank	you	for	coming	forward	to	show	your	support	for	this	suggestion,	it	really	helps	us	see	who
else	would	benefit	from	such	a	change	and	how	we	should	prioritize	it.	Be	careful	in	the	OW	and	don't	use	your	top	gear	in	HGs	if	you	care	to	loose	it	too	much.20.08.2017	17:12	UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)Update	08/20/2017	5:10	PM	Lags	are	still	an	ongoing	issue	that	we	know	about.	UPDATE:	issues	should	be	over	as	of	0:45
UTC05.03.2020	13:59	UTCAnti	Portal-Ganking	Measures	with	Patch	7Good	day	everyone,	With	Queen	Patch	7	(planned	for	Wednesday	March	11)	we	will	be	making	changes	to	Outland	Portal	Zones.	3.	Instead	it	is	now	possible	to	directly	shoot	the	first	arrow.	Additionally,	5%	of	the	silver	is	awarded	to	the	winner	of	the	fight.	Unfortunatly,	searching
in	the	dropdown	is	not	yet	possible.	This	is	not	intended	as	the	next	big	balance	patch,	but	instead	will	focus	on	some	adjustments	and	imrpovements	on	currently	underused	abilities	and	items.	from	an	average	of	60K	players	now	we	are	less	than	30K	...	Quick	Preview	of	what	will	be	in	the	patch	notes:	Quote	from	Albion	Online:	“Hardcore
Expeditions	In	order	to	ensure	Hardcore	Expeditions	are	properly	aligned	with	other	features,	a	reduction	to	the	overall	rewards	was	necessary.	Read	on	for	all	the	details!	Contents:	1.	Bows	To	make	Lucent	Hawk	feel	more	fluid	to	use,	we	are	eliminating	the	first	activation	of	the	buff.	December	2020]	Rise	of	Avalon	Patch	10Quote	from
CynicalEntity:	“Quote	from	PrintsKaspian:	“Defeating	a	major	World	Boss	(Demon	Prince,	Earthmother,	Harvester)	now	grants	an	hour-long	buff	that	increases	Fame	for	killing	mobs	within	the	same	zone	by	20%.	Also,	please	check	if	you're	accessing	the	correct	account	with	the	correct	email	address.	This	patch	will	go	live	after	the	CLC,	but	before
the	start	of	Season	15.	”	I'm	going	to	second	this	line	of	…17.10.2020	14:10	UTCForum	Vulnerability	Discussion	ThreadQuote	from	SkylighterHK:	“I	found	that	I	have	to	change	the	game	password	as	well.	We	also	adjusted	the	values	after	everyones	feedback.	It	seems	like	the	enchantment	is	layered	above	the	quality	(in-game	the	quality	is	on	top	of
enchantment)	Edit:	Oh,	and	those	links	are	a	bit	too	broken	for	your	forums^^	Can't	use	those	as	images	in	here,	or	even	as	actual	links	gameinfo.albiononline.com/api/gameinfo/items/Elder's	Blazing	[email	protected]?quality=4	”	Hi	@ZaZii,	thanks	for	the	info	on	the	rendering.	When	I	was	younger	I	played	a	lot	of	Tibia	and	I	still	play	it	for	a	week
every	year	due	to	nostalgia,	the	world	has	a	bit	of	the	same	feel	to	it	as	you	had	when	you	first	left	Rook.	We	will	inv…17.08.2020	11:46	UTCDid	they	lower	drop	rates	in	dungeons?Hey	everyone,	we	did	not	consciously	make	any	changes	to	dungeon	loot.	The	last	time	I	played	a	game	with	the	IPX	protocol	was	in	1995.	Soon	we’ll	be	ready	to	begin
sharing	our	progress	in	a	new	set	of	devtalks!	Next	to	these	plann…31.08.2021	07:40	UTCDuel	Exploit:	Terrain	ObstructionQuote	from	Blenfjorn:	“BTW,	with	regards	to	the	exploit	in	the	subject	line,	the	exploiter	isn't	necessarily	running	out	of	the	ring	and	going	somewhere	else.	When	we	were	planning	these	specific	changes,	we	did	…21.01.2022
11:24	UTCRoadmap	2022	anytime	soon	?Hey	there,	we	are	currently	still	in	the	planning	stages,	but	you	can	expect	to	get	a	strategic	update	from	us	over	the	coming	weeks.17.12.2021	20:47	UTCNDA	Balance	PlaytestsWe	are	currently	working	on	another	bigger	balance	patch.	At	the	same	time,	there	are	potential	new	issues	which	come	with	any
new	technology.	During	today's	maintenance,	so,	now,	we're	deploying	a	new	server	version	that	should	allow	people	suffering	from	this	issue	to	connect	again.	”	Yes-	please	update	your	Albion	account	password	by	scrolling	to	the	bottom	of	albiononline.com/en/profile/.17.10.2020	13:59	UTCForum	Vulnerability	Discussion	ThreadQuote	from	Cessari:
“Quote	from	Wydoyolo:	“Please	implement	2FA.	Please	note	that	this	question	gets	asked	after	every	update	we	make.	If	you	are	afraid	of	malicious	software	on	your	machine	(and	that	is	a	completely	valid	concern),	you	should	never	save	a	password	in	any	application.	Good	luck	not	getting	ganked!	Cheers	flyn23.02.2018	11:01	UTC[UPDATE]
Testserver	Patch	Notes	-	Kay	Patch	#5Kay	Patch	#5	/	Ver.	(until	the	next	auction	cycle)	-	If	you	are	the	owner	and	an	auction	period	starts,	you	get	the	"owner's	advantage".	Do	you	have	any	proof	for	your	claim?10.12.2016	16:51	UTCLag	since	todayHi	guys,	the	issue	does	not	seem	to	be	on	our	side.	Since	the	loot	in	the	Chest	you	get	after	a	PvP	fight
consists	of	a	PvE	reward	and	a	PvP	reward	its	increase	was	slightly	lower	since	only	the	PvE	part	got	increased.25.06.2021	12:00	UTCSandbox	Interactive	is	Hiring!Hello	everyone,	With	the	mobile	launch	successfully	behind	us,	and	population	levels	being	at	an	all-time	high,	it’s	probably	a	good	time	to	shine	the	spotlight	on	Sandbox	Interactive’s	job
openings	again.	Brilliant	trolling,	though.15.01.2021	09:55	UTCNot	getting	the	security	codeNormally	you	shouldn't	have	to.	-Talion05.01.2021	15:55	UTC[Solved]	Incoming	Server	Stability	Maintenance	(Update:	16:40	UTC)Update	(16:40	UTC):	Quote	from	Mytherceria:	“Hi	everyone,	The	server	is	back	up	and	running!	Thanks	for	your	patience,	-
Mytherceria	”	Hello	everyone,	We	have	to	take	down	our	servers	for	a	server	stability	fix	at	16:20	UTC.	In	the	meantime,	you	can	still	use	the	mobile	clients	a…10.02.2022	12:30	UTCNDA	Balance	PlaytestsFor	the	start	of	Season	15	we	are	working	on	a	patch	with	improvements	for	the	next	season.	Mythercerias	links	are	all	find	and	should	work
without	issues,	especially	since	your	DNS	seams	to	work	as	you	can	access	the	forum.	Or	is	it	permanent	once	applied?	Scenario	2:	Large	scale	ZvZ	fight	in	the	central	zones	Gear	up	for	ratting	zvz	loot,	fill	your	inventory	te…05.05.2022	19:33	UTCHow	to	become	an	NDA	testerHello	Albion	Community,	We	are	currently	looking	for	new	playtesters,
who	are	interested	in	providing	constructive	feedback	for	upcoming	content	and	ability	changes.	Regarding	factions	points:	our	current	numbers	sugges…21.06.2018	08:54	UTC[Update	21.06.18]	Issues	with	GvGsWe	are	deploying	a	fix	for	the	mentioned	issue	with	today's	maintenance.	I	really	hope	not...Good	morning	everyone,	The	requirement	to
enter	a	Hellgate	is	900	IP,	but	the	actual	current	IP	cap	is	at	1000,	which	will	be	set	to	1100	on	the	26th	of	February,	this	Friday.	Quote	from	Bogul:	“do	the	bosses	have	a	black	market	loot	table?	Equipment	items	(off	hand)	3.	fine	baseline	kill	a	t6	mob	and	get18	rep	harvest	a	t6	node	and	get	70	rep.	Also,	have	the	T8	chests	that	spawn	in	the	zone
that	are	protected	by	mobs	be	reverted	back	to	their	old	loot	table?	Quote	from	Robinhoodrs:	“Wtf	are	those	resource	changes,	jesus...	However	the	battle	vault	should	be	filled	beforehand.10.10.2018	13:10	UTCSeason	4	Patch	Brings	Essential	Guild	UpdatesQuote	from	Captainrussia:	“can	you	take	the	skin	part	of	it	off?	For	URLs	for	guild	logos	it
may	throw	you	errors	if	you	are	trying	to	generate	a	guild	logo	that	cannot	be	generated	ingame.	Rumors	say	that	it	will	honor	the	most	powerful	guilds	in	Albion.	Old	vs	New	The	old	Treasure	Sites	hadn’t	been	touched	for	a	long	time.	If	you	do	now	know	the	english	item	name	you	can	use	it	from	any	other	language	by	specifying	the	la…22.08.2018
07:57	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	Mondmann:	“You	guys	should	delete	this	Wiki:	albiononline.gamepedia.com/Albion_Online_Wiki	if	you	moved	to	this	one:	wiki.albiononline.com/wiki/Albion_Online_Wiki	Because	it	is	really	confusing.	As	I've	mentioned	before,	gender	change	is	not	off	the	table.	The	moment	you	modify	or	manipulate
something	or	somehow	interfere	with	our	services	we	will	react	(e.g.	perma-ban,	take	legal	action,	whatever).	Writing	this	is	pretty	difficult,	please	bear	with	me,	it’s	been	roughly	2	years	since	I	started	here	at	Sandbox	Interactive	managing	AlbionTV.	getting	rep	by	gathering	is	probably	5-8	times	faster	than	even	with	successfully	capturing	outposts
”	Hi	Frank,	Thank	you	for	all	your	feedback.	I’d	like	to	particularly	point	out	two	of	those	listings	where	I	think	that	there	may	be	quality	candidates	within	the	community.	We	weren’t	happy	with	the	gameplay	surrounding	their	static	location	and	fixed	spawn	times.	What	exactly	does	this	change	mean?	Our	position	is	quite	simple.	The	expected
downtime	is	below	20	minutes.	Check	out	wiki.albiononline.com/wiki/Caerleon	to	see	an	example	of	this	on	the	right	side.	These	changes	are	intended	to	make	it	safer	for	players	to	travel	to	and	from	the	Outlands.	The	main	change	is	that	we	are	moving	to	a	so	called	"blind"	auction	system,	meaning	that	players	won't	see	each	others'	bids	until	the
winner	is	determined.	We'll	see	what	we	can	do	about	this.	As	an	ex…07.10.2016	15:23	UTCConstant	disconnects	and	lagHi,	The	bad	news	first:	I	cannot	comment	on	individual	disconnects.	Since	everyone	on	the	test	servers	starts	out	at	0	infamy	for	Hellgates	all	rewards	may	seem	lower	than	they	are	actually	going	to	be	at	average	infamy	levels.	Is
this	the	Royal	Zone	rework	you	were	talking	about	Robin?	If	you	haven't	seen	them,	Patch	4	patchnotes	have	been	released	for	the	Testserver	including	the	additional	changes:	Testserver	Patch	Notes	-	Call	to	Arms	Patch	4	In	addition	to	the	planned	significant	loot	boosts,	this	patch	now	includes	a	guaranteed	chest	at	the	end	of	each	gate	,	to
ensure…26.04.2021	13:24	UTCAnyone	else	got	banned	after	the	patch?Hi	everyone,	We	are	regularly	in	contact	with	Easy	Anti	Cheat	(‘EAC’)	regarding	new	malicious	tools,	meaning	bots,	hacks	and	the	likes,	so	they	can	analyze	them	and	fit	them	into	their	detection	software.	Is	it	intended?	click	the	X	to	reset	those	This	should	enable	you	to	enter	the
PvP	zones	again23.05.2022	09:15	UTCStuck	after	logging	inHey	there,	Staging	Server	broke	unfortunately,	it	won't	be	available	for	some	time	so	we	can	fix	it.	-	Dungeon	Maps	(Solo,	Group,	and	Elite)	:	-	Maps	opened	in	Outlands:	-	T5	maps:	T5-8	zones	-	T6	maps:	T6-8	zones	-	T7	maps:	T5-8	zones	The	main	conflict	is	here	-	T8	maps:	T6-8	zones	The
main	conflict	is	here	”	This	was	a	misunderstanding.	The	only	fun	in	the	game	is	over.Hi	there,	please	be	aware	that	the	total	value	of	items	has	not	changed-	the	items	you	get	will	trade	for	roughly	the	same	value	on	the	market.	The	rams	and	bat	etc.	By	default	those	item	names	will	be	interpreted	as	english.	We	since	fixed	the	patch	notes.	We're
sorry	for	all	the	deaths	to	players	and	mobs	that	were	caused	by	lags.	I	however	do	get	that	there	is	no	feedback	on	that,	which	we'll	look	into.18.05.2022	09:23	UTCNo	code	coming.Hey	there,	please	contact	[email	protected]	so	they	can	help	you	out	with	that.	I	really	hope	not...I	like	the	way	you	are	thinking,	and	we	are	thinking	in	the	same-ish
direction.	-	Mo16.01.2020	09:18	UTCVanity:	Avatars,	Wardrobe,	EmotesQuote	from	Equart:	“Yeap,	i	got	question.	Tag	@Retroman	for	combat	related	things	in	the	future.	”	There	is	a	workaround	for	that,	in	GeForce	Experience	go	to	settings	->	privacy	control	->	"Turn	on	desktop	capture	for	Instant	Replay,	Record,	Broadcast	and	Screenshot?",
check	that	and	you	should	now	be	able	to	record	everything	(including	your	desktop).	Important	Dates	-	11.06.2022	(Saturday):	Season	starts,	Invasion	Day	#1,	all	Territories	Reset	-	12.06.2022	(Sunday):	Scoring	starts	(by	time	zone)	-	13.06.2022	(Monday):	Territory	Battles	Start	-	09.07.2022	(Saturday):	Invasion	Day	#2	-	Energy/Season	Point
Storage	Payout,	all	Territories	Reset	-	06.08.…18.05.2022	13:12	UTCCommon	Trade	BugHey,	that's	new	to	me.	But	of	course	those	values	have	been	balanced	with	Infamy	in	mind.	maybe	this	game	is	not	supported	by	Shadowplay	yet	..							가				,																.	The	update	will	contain	multiple	additions	to	the	"Appearance"	section	of	the	Player	Menu
(accessible	by	clicking	your	character	Avatar	or	name	in	the	top	left	corner	of	the	screen):	1.	Only	siege	camps	in	the	red	zone	will	get	removed	without	a	replacement.	”	Hi,It	takes	some	time	for	the	search	indexes	to	update.	things	shall	return	to	normal	very	soon!	”	Welcome	back!	Looking	forward	to	your	future	creativity,	I	guess	28.01.2020	12:07
UTCCrystal	League	-	Upcoming	Additional	Time	SlotsGood	day	everyone,	The	Crystal	League	has	been	running	on	both	the	Staging	and	Live	Servers	for	some	time	now.	This	is	because	these	chests	were	set	up	to	drop	only	high	value	items,	and	if	there	were	no	high	value	items	available	on	the	Black	Market,	where	all	Albion	Loot	items	come	from,
then	these	…18.02.2020	17:15	UTCI	have	returned!!!!Quote	from	Doowie:	“I	know	my	presents	has	been	missed	on	the	forums	and	photoshopping	Robin's	hair,	but	don't	worry...	In	addition	to	that,	it	has	a	long	channel	time.	Not	in	Albion,	not	in	your	web	browser,	not	anywhere	else.	They	are	managed	by	the	Black	Market	Trade	Organization	under
the	Don	of	Caerleon.	David06.07.2017	13:31	UTC[Feedback	Wanted!]	New	Hector	DungeonsQuote	from	Blodvaerd:	“I	have	only	played	Undead	and	Keepers	(tiers	IV	and	V)	but	it	would	be	nice	if	there	was	all	factions	available	at	each	tier	(IV	-	VIII)	”	Hi	@Blodvaerd	!	Thank	you	for	asking!	We've	decided	to	separate	Factions	by	Tiers	to	create	a	sense
of	progression	from	tier	to	tier.	(Not	in	the	current	version)	-	Known	issue:	The	description	for	this	setting	is	only	in	english	at	the	moment.	-	Mo15.01.2020	13:35	UTCVanity:	Avatars,	Wardrobe,	EmotesHi	folks!	Queen	is	approaching	rapidly,	so	I	thought	I	would	take	some	time	to	explain	the	new	vanity	features	coming	up.	We	will	continue	to	monitor
the	situation	and	will	keep	you	updated	if	anything	happens.	After	evaluating	the	situation,	we	plan	to	make	a	set	of	changes	in	Oberon	Patch	#4	to	address	this.	In	the	meantime,	I	will	drop	it	by	the	developers	for	future	inspiration	-	Evoque04.03.2019	07:54	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	mNote:	“Just	a	heads	up,	the	background	images	used
in	the	wiki	lags	my	chrome	browser	when	viewing	it.	Simple	items	7.	I	was	just	leading	this	team	for	the	most	part,	so	I	left	this	team	behind	when	I	started	to	work	on	the	Customization	features.	you	want	me	to	report	it	exactly?	Autorun	stops	with	any	new	(non-UI)	input.	If	it's	the	case	we	will	work	on	a	fix	for	the	launcher.17.07.2017	16:49
UTC[SOLVED]	Game	don't	start	from	launcherPlease	be	sure	to	have	SDL	installed.	Design	Goals	&	Constraints	The	main	reason	why	we	are	introducing	this	change	is	to	combat	zone	camping.	Quote	from	SHARKY:	“While	I'm	happy	with	the	bonus	rewards	the	current	pay-to-play	players	will	be	getting,	one	thing	I	would	REALLY	like	is	a	unique
Avatar	Border,	that	sets	us	apart	from	the	F2P	players.	We	will	also	keep	working	on	the	War	Gloves	and	make	them	more	attractive	to	use	in	different	types	of	content,	as	well	as	other	general	adjustments	for	various	content…06.12.2021	16:39	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Lands	Awakened	Patch	1Quote	from	Fabrizziou:	“Also	the	Blazing	Geyser
and	Gravitational	Collapse	cooldown	reduction	mentioned	in	NDA	balances	aren't	noted	here	”	The	latest	two	changes	you	mentioned	are	part	of	Patch	1.	Quote	from	Vocandin:	“Cannot	select	different	food	/	potion	amounts	unless	done	by	inventory	or	starting	a	loadout	from	equipped	items	”	This	is	not	in	the	current	staging	version,	however	we	have
already	fixed	it	and	it	will	be	in	very	soon.	The	changes	to	hardcore	expeditions	will	part	of	the	next	version	of	the	patch	notes.	thats	what	i	did,	worked	for	me.11.10.2014	18:14	UTCDisconnected	by	Serverthere	was	a	server	restart	20	minutes	ago,	so	this	is	normal05.03.2014	22:59	UTCThe	Dev	Guild	needs	YOU	(win	a	key!)Team	Rocket	-	blast	off	at
the	speed	of	light!14.12.2013	00:20	UTCUsername	Bugis	it	only	wrong	in	the	chat	or	in	the	guild	member	list	as	well?	Currently	one	of	the	lead	shotcallers	for	Season	5	winners	Blue	Army,	he	also	plays	numerous	other	roles	within	the	guild,	which	…17.04.2019	15:25	UTCIsland	Favourites	TeaserQuote	from	solventh:	“@Evoque	can	you	please	use	a
different	image	hosting	site?	If	you	can	see	why	i	got	those	issues	it	would	be	great	Thanks	!	”	Hi	Unii,	I	did	a	really	quick	analysis	for	now	on	those	spells.	It	involves	a	lot	of	communication	with	third	parties	that	we	can	only	speed	up	to	certain	degree.	For	the	"T4_ARMOR_LEATHER_SET2"	this	would	be	Adept's	Hunter	Jacket.	You	can	get	the	gold
back.	Any	chance	of	getting	an	export	of	the	player	statistics	between	14.08.	If	you	absolutely	cannot	free	space	on	C,	you	need	to	change	the	temp	folder	locations.	So	killing	a	world	boss	that	rewards	15	points	in	a	level	6	zone	will	gain	you	15	*	6	=	90	season	points.	”	This	is	loot	only.	Fixed	-	Fixed	sound	effect	issues	for	the	Three	Sisters	Expedition
boss.	The	increase	in	player	numbers,	paired	with	the	increase	in	numbers	of	tools,	brought	the	infrastructure	behind	this	…17.10.2020	22:23	UTCForum	Vulnerability	Discussion	ThreadQuote	from	VLAN:	“Also,	this	does	not	just	affect	the	forums,	passwords	are	linked	to	both	game	accounts	and	website.	On	first	glance	you	will	see	that	we	have
visually	updated	the	Guild	Logs	UI	(formerly	Member	Details	UI)	to	make	it	more	aesthetically	pleasing	and	allow	for	displaying	longer	lists.	Stillfront	consists	of	a	family	of	game	studios	that	largely	work	independently,	while	sharing	knowledge	and	expertise	between	them	to	support	each	other.	Please	have	a	little	patience	with	our	poor	old	test
server,	it	was	never	meant	for	the	rush	of	player	we	are	experiencing	now.12.07.2017	22:02	UTCNo	premium	-	Test	serverHi,	thanks	for	reporting	this.	You	can	find	their	location	on	the	World-map.25.11.2020	10:10	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Rise	of	Avalon	Patch	10That	was	an	oversight	with	the	off	season	setup.	16.01.2018	00:42	UTCYoloMouse
3rd	party	mouse	cursor	allowed?Hey	guys,	we	do	not	see	a	problem	with	this	kind	of	software.	Alle	Details:	albiononline.com/de/news/lands-awakened-patch-8	Die	komplette	Liste	aller	Änderungen	findest	du	in	den	offiziellen	Patchnotes.25.04.2022	10:08	UTCLands	Awakened		8	b73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	Lands	Awakened		8
!						,						.	And	yes,	the	tolerance	in	terms	of	skill	we	match	players	with/against	increases	with	time	an…01.01.2019	11:44	UTCUPDATED:	Get	a	Sled	Dog	in	the	New	Referral	SeasonWe're	sorry	for	the	inconvenience.	Это	означает,	что	покупки	внутри	обычной	версии	клиента	и	на	нашем	веб-сайте	больше	невозможны	в	этой	валюте,	и	вы
получите	сообщение	об	ошибке,	если	попытаетесь	совершить	покупку.	Basically	that's	what	is	happening	here,	the	risk	of	returning	to	town	to	refine	is	removed,	removing	that	piece	of	the	'circle	of	albion	life'.	Basically	what	we	are	taking	into	consideration	is	the	difference	in	the	difficulty	of	creating	a	5v5	or	a	10v10	team	compared	to	a	2v2
team.	I	joined	the	Albion	development	team	three	and	a	half	years	ago	in	February	2016	as	a	Level	Designer,	fresh	from	university	and	went	on	to	become	the	UI	Designer,	an	amazing	opportunity	for	me	personally,	as	I	became	the	head	of	a	multi	disciplinary	team	of	5	people.	And	I	also	heard	a	little	later	than	your	post	that	it	now	properly	also
works	with	Albion	Online.	-	Lino19.06.2019	14:16	UTCCan	we	get	Siphoned	Energy	bank	separated	from	the	main	guild	bank?@Vindrax	No,	it	won't	make	it	for	Percival.	This	will	do	nothing.	Therefore	we	are	adding	3	more	t…17.01.2020	15:50	UTCVanity:	Avatars,	Wardrobe,	EmotesQuote	from	Equart:	“I	imagine	how	people	will	abuse	this	frogs	via
druid	robe/Q	stacks	on	swords	etc.	К	сожалению,	мы	не	можем	как-либо	повлиять	или	изменить	эту	ситуацию	и	не	можем	с	уверенностью	сообщить	о	дате	когда	платежи	в	российских	рублях	снова	станут	возможны	через	этот	шлю…28.02.2022	18:37	UTCRegarding	payments	in	Russian	RublesHello	everyone,	Our	payment	processor	has
temporarily	halted	processing	of	payments	in	Russian	Rubles.	I	would	like	to	be	able	to	size	the	health	bars	either	smaller	or	bigger	2.	To	resolve	this:	1.	1.10.351	-	REV	112152	/	23	February	2018	Fixes	-	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Fury	spell	was	not	timing	out	normally	after	mounting	up.	To	do	this,	we	have	added	a	"Pick	Up"	button	to	the…
09.09.2019	08:37	UTCFame	API	seems	to	have	stalled	againQuote	from	Ethan02:	“@Dero:	You	wrote	"Rest	assured	no	data	is	lost	on	that	end".	The	same	fix	is	currently	in	process	for	iOS	and	will	be	deployed	in	the	coming	days.02.04.2022	10:06	UTCAlbion	Online	Wins	DCP	Award	for	Best	Mobile
Gamee4bf363403a1358d55ddeba9af9202de878dce36.jpeg	The	Deutscher	Computerspielpreis	(German	Computer	Game	Awards)	took	place	on	Thursday	in	Munich	–	and	we're	delighted	to	announce	that	Albion	Online	won	the	award	for	Best	Mobile	Game!	Read	more	here:	albiononline.com/en/news/dcp-best-mobile-game01.04.2022	10:53	UTC[1.	-
Those	who	initially	start	out	on	Steam	and	stay	with	the	game	usually	migrate	to	the	native	client	eventually	(better	prices	in	the	store	and	on	Steam	you	can	only	use	1	account,	more	engaged	playe…03.03.2022	11:50	UTCAlbion	Is	loosing	lot	of	players...	Maybe	it's	a	personal	problem,	but	I'd	like	to	believe	that	if	I	have	issues	viewing	the	wiki,	I'm
sure	others	will	too.	Additionally,	the	skillsets	are	also	hard	to	compa…25.02.2021	15:14	UTCAre	the	2v2s	in	its	final	state?	an	option.	are	not	mentioned	because	they	aren't	being	touched.	”	I	assume	the	numbers	are	based	on	mmo-population.com?	If	we	see	people	are	using	it,	we	can	keep	improving	the	theme	(or	if	you	have	any	specific
suggestions	or	notice	bugs,	feel	free	to	post	in	this	thread).24.09.2021	11:38	UTCSurvival	modeSounds	lonely.23.09.2021	17:05	UTCWhy	was	this	game	made	by	pricks?23.09.2021	13:20	UTC[Update/Likely	Fixed]	Known	Issue:	ERROR	203	/	404	when	starting	via	launcher	or	mobile	appUpdated	the	OP.	Anyway,	you	can	safely	ignore	this.	I	really
hope	not...@Vocandin	is	perfectly	right,	all	nonlethal	Hellgates	are	T5	Lethal	2v2	Hellgates	are	T6	Lethal	5v5	Hellgates	are	T7	Lethal	10v10	Hellgates	are	T8	which	means	both	the	tier	of	the	map	and	the	tier	of	the	mobs	you	can	find	in	the	Hellgate.	Also	we	will	monitor	this	during	our	search	for	a	permanen…07.01.2019	10:21	UTCArena	Que
numberHi	Wadefu,	we	would	like	to	give	you	more	information	on	the	state	of	the	queue,	but	since	we	have	far	lower	numbers	compared	to	huge	MMOs	a	queue	position	could	often	be	misleading	in	regards	to	actual	waiting	times.	The	warlock	page	I've	been	working	on	no	longer	shows	those	icons.	It	must	be	a	hard	to	find	item	though	so	not
everyone	has	one.”	There	was	such	an	item	in	Tibia	which	was	a	even	more	hardcore	full	loot	pvp	game	and	it	completely	destroyed	all	the	fun	in	pvp.	Quote	from	Raithe:	“And	the	warhorse	when	looted	shows	the	guild	of	whoever	is	wearing	it	I	would	assume?	Good	day	everyone!	We	have	been	collecting	a	lot	of	feedback	over	the	last	few	days
regarding	the	crystal	league	and	are	adjusting	softcap	progression	and	itempower	progression.	Now,	let's	look	at	the	intended	scenario.	just	a	small,	humble	test	server.	The	accounts	involved	in	gold	creation	will	be	suspended	temporarily	and	investigated	by	us.	Happy	Holidays!21.12.2019	10:58	UTCAdjustments	to	the	Crystal	LeaguePlease	see
Crystal	League	-	Rewards	and	Schedule	for	more	information.	we	had	to	put	a	family	cat	to	sleep	last	week...	-	Lino03.07.2019	12:20	UTCPercival	Update	-	Gender	ReassignmentHey	@HumbleHokage!	Thanks	for	your	feedback.	Now	If	we	drastically	increase	season	points	available,	we	would	give	out	far	more	of	these	rewards	(which	will	have	a	bad
impact	on	the	economy).	-	Fully	reworked	player	animations	for	staffs:	one-	and	two-handed	Staffs	have	greater	variance	in	appearance	and	feel	while	casting,	and	animations	are	now	more	varied	for	different	ability	types	-	New	and	improved	VFX,	audio,	and	readability	cues	specifica…12.05.2022	16:42	UTCBalance	Changes	-	Into	The	FrayQuote
from	YaGooo:	“Please	check	the	server	version	”	That	will	be	fixed	soon,	no	certain	ETA	though.12.05.2022	16:01	UTCBalance	Changes	-	Into	The	FrayThese	are	the	changes	for	the	next	content	update,	Into	the	Fray.	95%	of	Albion	Online	user…17.10.2020	22:12	UTCForum	Vulnerability	Discussion	ThreadQuote	from	Cessari:	“Quote	from	VLAN:
“Quote	from	Wydoyolo:	“1.	Pissed	I	wasted	so	much	LP	on	T8	tree	gathering	now.	90%	of	this	amount	is	returned	if	the	attacker	manages	to	score	at	least	1	point.	We	would	like	to	know	what	you	think	of	them!	Here	is	the	list	of	maps	where	you	can	find	the	new	dungeons	(entrances	are	in	the	middle	of	the	mob	camps):	Undead	(T4):	Blackthorn
Quarry,	Smoothfloor	Cleft,	Curlew	Fen,	Mawar	Gorge,	Russerdell,	Ferndell,	Windripple	Fen,	Pen	Uchaf	Keeper	(T5):	Sleetwater	Basin,	Splinterbranch	Basin,	Corpsewash	Basin,	Bl…27.06.2017	09:45	UTC[Not	Urgent]	Auction	House	Completed	"Take	All"update	on	that	bug:	the	fix	that	will	deploy	with	patch	3	unfortunately	won't	fix	all	problems	with
the	take-all	button	we	keep	on	working	on	that.26.06.2017	14:36	UTC[Not	Urgent]	Auction	House	Completed	"Take	All"thank	you	for	reporting	this	bug.	Is	it	a	hidden	buff	that	does	not	have	an	icon	to	indicate	that	it	is	active?Our	group	si…02.12.2020	11:29	UTC[2.	But	something	general	about	the	UI	team:	roughly	for	the	past	3	years,	there's	always
been	a	dedicated	UI	team,	consisting	of	artists,	programmers	and	designers.	We	will	see.23.05.2022	08:56	UTCunable	to	enter	red	zoneHey	there,	if	you	were	on	the	Staging	Server	and	interacted	with	the	new	PvP	Zone	Warning	Popups,	a	bug	prevents	you	from	entering	the	PvP	zones	on	Live	Server,	too.	”	I	heard	that	from	two	other	people	as	well.
render.albiononline.com/v1/item/T4_OFF_SHIELD.png	these	do	not	seem	to	work:	render.albiononline.com/v1/item/T5_OFF_SHIELD.png	render.albiononline.com/v1/item/T6_OFF_SHIELD.png	”	There	was	an	issue	with	the	database	behind	this.	It's	a	server	fix	so	you	won't	need	to	update	the	game.	Here	is	what	we	are	currently	doing	to	resolve	this
problem:	1.	The	simpler	the	solution	the	better.	Link:	Here.	30.01.2018	21:25	UTCDo	all	Swedish	pple	sleep	a	minimum	15	hours	a	day?Can	confirm	that	if	it's	winter	and	nothing	urgent	on	the	agenda	then	I	like	a	nice	15h	hibernation.	I	checked	in	game	to	see	if	the	name	of	those	skill	were	wrong	but	it's	not	And	the	image	for	the	1H	hammer	E,
Earth	Shatter	is	the	Command	mamoth	Earth	Shatter.	-Talion21.03.2022	13:08	UTCNDA	Balance	PlaytestsWe	are	currently	working	on	another	balance	patch	that	is	intended	to	go	live	somewhere	around	the	middle	of	this	season.	-Talion29.07.2021	09:24	UTCFxxk	your	mxxx's	overlord	clauseHello,	No,	you	still	can't	sell	your	account.	Will	bring	this
forward	to	the	dev	team	and	see	if	something	can	be	done	here.	We're	investigating	again.19.08.2017	21:49	UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)After	some	adjustments	we're	not	getting	any	more	lag	issues.	Edit:	We	are	aware	that	there	is	a	visual	bug	in	the	island	lists.	Accounts	that	bought	lots	of	gold	cheaply	as	a	result	of	the	gold	exploit
will	not	be	suspended.	-	If	the	match	was	a	landslide	win,	the	winning	team	will	get	the	whole	prize	pool.	11.06.2015	16:22	UTCAlbion,	Dear	Albion.Welcome,	enjoy	your	stay!	03.06.2015	12:56	UTCis	there	pve?The	destiny	board	is	something	that	allows	you	to	grow	as	a	character,	it	just	is	different	progression	system	than	Tibia.	However,	there	does
exis…03.03.2022	11:41	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Quote	from	Piddle:	“Be	careful	about	allowing	people	to	loot	corpses.	We	can	add	th…28.03.2019	11:35	UTCGimmie	Season	6	Schedule	!!!Hey	guys,	What	I	can	tell	you	already	so	that	you	can	start	your	planning,	is	that	Season	6	will	not	begin	on	the	weekend	after	the	F2P
launch,	but	actually	on	the	20th	of	April.	until	today?	What	should	its	speed	be?	forum.albiononline.com/index.p…f91364aa7c02f90b59de9f942	-	Lino22.07.2019	15:02	UTCcant	trade	on	auction@Dc1a0	And	to	clarify	-	I	did	not	leave	SBI	because	of	that	rounding	behaviour	I	wasn't	even	involved	with	the	UI	team	anymore	since	I	started	working	on	the
Vanity	features	roughly	6	months	ago.	As	I	am	now	in	charge	of	the	feature,	I	thought	I’d	give	you	some	information	about	what	is	coming	next	and	explain	today’s	patch	to	you.	I	just	have	to	consult	our	legal	team	if	we	can	give	this	data	out	to	you	in	this	form.	But	it's	getting	delayed	over	and	over.	For	3rd	party	software.	Cheers,	Retro27.11.2021
16:48	UTCHellgate	might	levels	have	no	diminishingThank	you	for	your	report.	There's	no	release	date	yet.	Cheers,	Mondmann	/edit:	and	you	should	link	the	Wiki	somewhere	in	the	Navigation	bar	on	the	Main	Page	so	that	e…17.08.2018	10:40	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Merlyn	Patch	#3Merlyn	Patch	3	-	Ver.	Изменения	боевого	баланса	В…
14.04.2022	13:31	UTCThe	Description	of	the	egg	shapped	chest	in	albion	site	descriptionQuote	from	Stealable:	“in	the	description	of	the	egg	shapped	chest	it	says	that	it	have	64	slots	but	its	soo	misleading	as	it	only	have	16	slots	and	doesn't	mention	its	very	very	low	carry	capacity	like	...	”	There	was	a	temporary	issue	with	the	service	which	has	been
resolved	by	now.18.12.2020	00:04	UTCSandbox	Interactive	joins	StillfrontDear	Albion	Community,	As	you	might	have	read	in	the	news,	Sandbox	Interactive	will	be	joining	Stillfront	in	January	2021.	”	Once	an	Armored	Horse	is	crafted	to	a	Warhorse	-	it	becomes	permanent.	First	of	all,	I	want	to	make	it	absolutely	clear	that	we	would	NEVER	make	a
change	that	we	believe	to	be	bad	for	the	game	or	just	to	annoy	anyone.	Detalles:	albiononline.com/es/news/lands-awakened-patch-8	Para	obtener	la	lista	completa	de	cambios,	consulta	las	notas	oficiales	del	parche.25.04.2022	10:05	UTCПатч	Пробужденные	земли	#8	уже	в	игреb73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	Патч
Пробужденные	земли	#8	уже	в	игре!	Данный	патч	принес	значительные	изменения	боевого	баланса,	улучшенный	подбор	игроков	на	арене,	статую	победителя	14	сезона	и	много	другое.	Pumpkin	Pips	and	spoooOOOoooky	decorations	will	be	back	next	year.	-	New	rewards	for	the	new	referral	season.	”	This	is	just	a	concept	template	used	by
the	artists,	but	if	you	have	more	suggestions	in	that	direction	we	would	be	happy	to	…16.04.2019	15:31	UTCIsland	Favourites	TeaserHey	all,	I	come	bearing	good	news!	We	know	this	has	been	high	up	on	many	lists,	and	we	have	seen	it	come	up	frequently	here	on	the	forum,	reddit	and	in	our	2018	survey.	Once	they	become	available	for	gold	ingame,
the	individual	skins	will	not	be	tradeable	and	will	unlock	directly	to	your	account	when	purchased.	90.png	”	Black	zones	have	a	level	(from	1	to	6)	which	usually	increases	the	closer	a	zone	is	to	the	center	of	the	Outlands.	1)	Knockout	…27.08.2018	07:27	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	Unii:	“Quote	from	Dero:	“Hey	Guys,	as	I	got	sick	of	my
usual	task	yesterday	evening	I	put	in	a	couple	of	minutes	to	improve	the	way	you	can	retrieve	item	icons	from	our	services.	-	Added	no-show	protection	to	GvG	fights:	attacks	on	home	territories	and	watchtowers	now	cost	2,000,000	silver	(formerly	100,000),	and	attacks	on	cities	now	cost	10,000,000	silver.	When	your	write	tags	in	this	it	will
encapsulate	them	with	Tags	as	it	expects	that	you	wanna	show	the	actual	code	of	this.	Taking	people	out	of	the	zones	in	between	their	hideouts	and	the	city	would	literally	destroy	content	in	those	travel	zones.	It	will	remain	in	Conqueror’s	Hall	for	eternity.	We	made	this	change	based	on	our	total	CCU	numbers	and	therefore	hope	that	most	of	you
have	a	comfortable	time	window.	What	are	you…11.07.2019	12:56	UTCNew	wallpaper	added!Hey	everyone!	We've	added	the	official	Percival	art	to	our	growing	collection	of	Albion	Online	wallpapers!	You	can	view	the	whole	collection	here	-	right	click	and	"Save	As"	to	download	the	full-size	images:	albiononline.com/en/news/new-albion-online-
wallpapers	-	Lino09.07.2019	15:11	UTCArena	Horse	and	Swift	ClawHey	@Phenix0415!	You	will	be	able	to	purchase	the	horse	and	cougar	skin	unlock	items	from	the	arena	shop.	March	2022]	Lands	Awakened	Patch	7Lands	Awakened	Patch	7	-	Ver.	please	some	fast,	solo	queue	and	competitive	pvp/pve	contents.Quote	from	Chiattone:	“AO	lose	30K
players	in	2	weeks..	-Talion10.06.2021	07:50	UTCAlbion	Online	Mobile	Launch	FAQQuote	from	Meatloaf80:	“Quote	from	SHARKY:	“Quote	from	Meatloaf80:	“I	have	i	phone	12	pro	max	on	14.6	and	Albion	Online	isnt	showing	up	on	in	the	app	store.	As	it	is	quite	a	bit	harder	to	create	a	5v5	team	and	even	harder	to	create	a	10v10	team	the	incentive
must	give	an	edge	to	5v5	and	10v10.	Also	what	are	you	ideas	in	terms	of	stats,	if	it	should	be	relatively	easy	to	destroy	or	not?	These	shrine…26.02.2020	17:19	UTC[26.	”	Hi	@Foximmilian	In	view	of	the	answers,	many	players	would	like	more	diversity	in	the	dungeons.	wiki.albiononline.com/wiki/Warlock	”	It	looks	like	you	edited	the	page	using	the
visual	editor.	Best	Regards,	Thorn	Delwyn03.03.2021	08:51	UTCLoadout	FeedbackHi	@Vocandin,	thanks	a	lot	for	your	feedback.	And	we	are	also	adding	an	additional	5v5	non-lethal	Crystal	League,	which	in	conjunction	with	the	new	Crystal	Arena	should	lower	the	entry	barrier	for	Crystal	League	and	bring	in	more	players.	Considering	that	this	API
was	always	meant	to	be	for	internal	use,	and	thus	entirely	undocumented,	the	sheer	number	of	tools	that	were	developed	and	serve	community	purposes	is	astounding.	Fame	will	be	increased	by	the	following	amounts:	-	Non-lethal	2v2:	+26%	-	Non-lethal	5v5:	+22%	-	Non-lethal	10v10:	+52%	-	Lethal	2v2:	+42%	-	Lethal	5v5:	+34%	-	Lethal	10v10:
+56%	Loot	will	be	increased	by	the	following	amounts:	-	Non-lethal	2v2:	+6%	-	Non-lethal	5v5:	+44%	-	Non-lethal	10v10:	+101%	-	Lethal	2v…08.04.2021	10:42	UTCHellgate	Adjustments	in	Patch	3Greetings	everyone,	We’ve	been	reading	through	feedback	about	the	new	10v10	Hellgates	released	in	Call	to	Arms,	as	well	as	watching	a	lot	of	great
videos	players	have	shared	on	various	social	platforms.	We	are	trying	to	find	a	better	solution	in	the	very	near	future.01.03.2017	12:41	UTCREQEUST:	Albion	Launcher	changes!Well,	this	causes	a	bit	of	a	discussion	between	me	and	Korn.	For	example	tier	8	Randomized	Dungeons	created	by	map…29.10.2021	18:20	UTCGathering	Changes	following
the	Treasure	ReworkHi	everyone,	In	this	post,	I	want	to	introduce	the	changes	coming	to	resources.	I'm	thinking	of	a	border	similar	in	presence	to	the	ones	that	the	Legendary	and	Epic	Founders	got.	We	are	currently	still	looking	into	the	source	of	the	problems	and	are	working	with	our	partners	to	prevent	these	situations	in	the	future.	Do	this	at	your
own	risk!	My	recommendation	is	to	free	space	on	C	instead	and	leave	your	system	settings	intact.	Just	like	a	cape?	”	i	think	my	issue	is	the	same	with	this	one,	but	i	ll	try	to	report	clock,	date	and	the	traders.	Go	to	Notifications	4.	(on	debian/ubuntu:	sudo	apt-get	install	libsdl2-2.0)	Its	needed	for	WWise	Audio	Engine	in	Albion.	Making	some
adjustments	to	a	few	weapons	which	are	out	of	line.	Furthermore	we	introduced	a	new	template	which	can	be	integrated	onto	Cluster	pages	to	summarize	certain	information	of	a	cluster	with	the	map	for	it	included.	”	Sorry	to	crush	your	hopes.	If	we	easily	could,	we	would	have	already	implemented	it.	”	Quote	from	ThreeToMidnight:	“just	a	terrible
idea,	so	we	can	have	1	person	outside	the	zerg	combat	looting	millions	and	they	can	BAM	teleport	back	to	town??	4.	The	only	exception	is	a	regular	GvG	that	takes	place	at	the	exact	same	time	as	the	Crystal	Battle.07.11.2018	11:13	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Crystal	Realm	BattlesHi	there,	Thanks	again	for	your	thoughts.	Wouldn't	it	be	more	fair	to	just
keep	all	territories'	energy	generation	as	they	are,	like	you	are	doing	for	royals,	and	just	accept	a	higher	net	volume	of	energy	and	season	points,	rather	than	implement	the	unequal	nerfs	currently	planned?	But	as	already	described,	the	crystal	team	will	be	able	to	join	their	match	from	everywhere	in	the	cluster.	”	Typing	/showmuted	in	chat	will	list
your	currently	muted	players.	Be	advised	that	this	is	a	scam.	Earn	points	for	open-world	activities,	unlock	chests	to	get	valuable	loot,	and	claim	your	very	own	Morgana	Raven	mount.	Start	a	party	2.	@CaptainCheesy	No,	the	guild	warhorses	are	NOT	converted	into	skin-unlock	items.	Now	that	we	have	rolled	out	mount	skins	&	character	customization
we	want	to	expand	on	that	system	by	adding	a	“Wardrobe”	section	to	the	Appearance	UI.	Regarding	the	icon	for	'Earth	Shatter'	you	will	probably	still	need	to	switch	over	to	the	u…28.08.2018	14:02	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	Unii:	“@Dero	Thanks	for	the	fix	!	I	added	some	images,	but	i	got	some	that	are	not	showing.	It's	almost	in	the
pipeline	though.	I	would	recommend	going	from	the	direct	links	below:	-	Apple	App	Store	-	Google	Play	Store	-	Mytherceria	”	”	Yes	this	did	do	the	the	trick,	t…09.06.2021	11:00	UTCAlbion	Online	Mobile	Launch	FAQIt	has	happened!	Albion	Online	has	released	in	Apple's	AppStore	and	on	the	Google	Play	Store.	Cheers!03.08.2020	08:27	UTCInterface
improvementHi	@DaLi,	I	like	your	suggestions!	Unfortunatly,	dealing	with	these	nametags	can	have	a	pretty	serious	performance	impact,	especially	in	large	ZvZ	situations.	I	cannot	say	how	long	this	will	take	since	processing	rates	are	hard	to	predict	here.22.08.2019	07:21	UTCFame	API	seems	to	have	stalled	againWe	do	not	yet	have	a	fix	ready	and
we	also	cannot	say	when	data	will	be	up	to	date	again.	Combined	with	the	latest	outpost	encounter	tweaks,	we	believe	the	time	invested	in	faction	warfare	will	remain	valuable.	We'll	make	sure	that	during	the	opening	on	Wednesday	the	24th	of	January	this	restriction	won't	apply	anymore.11.01.2018	10:34	UTCClearing	Travel	Menu	From	Spammy
Personal	IslandsMy	peaceful	level	design	life	has	been	shattered.	Besides	making	favorites,	can	we	forget	/	erase	islands	from	the	list,	that	we	no	longer	wish	to	visit?	The	Specter	Wolf	has	all	the	stats	of	a	Direwolf	with	a	unique	ghostly	appearance,	and	only	accounts	that	have	a	Founder	or	Starter	Pack	redeemed	and	active	on	April	10	at	10:00	UTC
will	qualify	for	this.	It's	still	the	issue	with	the	third	party	service	that	makes	it	hard	for	us	to	deal	with	it	faster.	Big	alliances.	Am	I	correct?	Randomized	Dungeon	Maps:	portals	from	higher	tier	maps	can	now	appear	in	lower	tier	zones	since	the	update	from	Wednesday.	So	this	should	not	be	possible.	-	Various	landscape	fixes.	There’s	a	number	of
listings	open,	and	the	full	list	can	be	found	here.	Do	you	monitor	0days?	(This	was	changed	because	people	could	rat	them	as	they	were	guarded	by	lower	tier	mobs)	”	Loot	for	open	world	encounters	has	been	balanced	around	their	availabilit…26.11.2020	18:55	UTCPlease	instead	of	removing	siege	camps	totally	turn	them	into	the	new	banks.Quote
from	Trial_hard:	“Whats	a	"black	market	bank"??	But	the	problem	here	is	that	rewards	from	season	points	all	have	a	certain	value	and	are	balanced	in	a	way	that	we	give	a	fixed	value	per	point.	Rest	assures	that	the	live	server	is	an	entirely	different	beast.	…23.04.2019	09:53	UTCCrafting	panel	from	NPC	going	top	all	the	timeHi	@Lifsteinn,	Quote



from	Lifsteinn:	“When	you	select	a	craft	panel	with	the	option	"Only	show	craft	with	materials	from	inventory",	the	options	keep	scrolling	up	(to	the	first	option).	We	announced	that	we’re	planning	to	renew	Open	World	gameplay	in	Albion	Online,	and	since	then,	we’ve	been	working	hard	on	making	those	plans	become	a	reality.	Account	theft	is	way
down	since	we	have	introduced	this.	”	Took	down	Keeper	Earthmother	in	Inis	Mon	a	couple	of	hours	ago	and	the	group	did	not	notice	a	fame	buff.	We	are	trying	to	find	the	right	balance,	we	want	a	high	enough	IP	cap	so	our	veterans	can	enjoy	Hellgates,	but	also	low	enough	for	new	players	not	to	be	alienated	by	the	daunting	IP	cap.	more	statues	and
carpets	could	be	quite	close	on	the	horizon...	You	can	expect	the	patch	to	go	live	in	the	coming	days,	prior	to	the	next	auction	cycle.	Cheers,	-Mo	DedbhQ6N49gAAAABJRU5ErkJggg==28.02.2022	20:15	UTCThe	Forums	Could	Use	a	Night	Mode	ThemeQuote	from	Fusionbomb:	“Please	add	a	border	(or	line	of	some	sort)	to	separate	a	user's	text	from
their	signature.	Также	в	зале	вывешены	знамена	Elevate	и	Judicate,	занявших	2	и	3	места.	The	more	complex	it	gets	=	more	ways	for	it	to	be	abused,	and	more	headache	in	the	long	run	for	the	game	developers	and	player	base.	just	tp	out	then	10	sec	and	safe	again?	But	we	also	know	that	we	cannot	find	the	right	time	for	everyone	with	this	current
system	and	we	will	hopefully	be	able	to	offer	a	better	solution	for	this	in	a…06.11.2018	13:08	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Crystal	Realm	BattlesHi	there	and	thanks	already	for	your	feedback.	Especially	Sy…26.07.2018	15:25	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Merlyn	UpdateQuote	from	AcOrP:	“Quote	from	Evoque:	“Hey	everyone,	An	update	for	those	who	are
currently	active	on	the	staging	server.	You	will	be	able	to	use	the	ingredients	to	craft	a	skin-unlock	item	for	the	Morgana	Mare/Bonehorse	at	the	Vanity	Merchant.	Do	you	have	a	specific	Idea?	We	also	increased	how	much	power	the	enemies	in	Expeditions	gain	per	level	to	compensate	for	the	…03.11.2021	12:55	UTCDiscussion	about	Testserver	Patch
Notes	-	Lands	Awakened	UpdateQuote	from	PeePan:	“I	heard	about	HCE	being	patched	as	well.	Also,	the	server	will	never	send	information	about	other	players	bids	to	a	player.	Emotes	4.	Shame.	These	are	the	prize	pools	per	player	(updated	winte…25.10.2019	12:54	UTCUpcoming	Feature:	Laborer	ContractsHey	folks,	with	our	next	major	feature
update	Queen	coming	up	soon,	we	will	be	making	extensive	changes	to	the	Outlands.	That'll	also	close	the	duel	UI,	but	since	the	invite	will	time	out	after	10	seconds	another	one	can	be	sent	after	that.	Seems	to	me	that	gathering	is	incredibly	overpowered	compared	to	mob	killing	and	outpost	capturing	in	terms	of	rep	gains.	I	thought	you	were
reffering	to	the	explanatory	pop-up,	which	in	fact	can	be	toggled	off.	18.06.2015	10:36	UTCFavorite	music	and	why?Mostly	metal	but	sometimes	other	stuff	as	well.	Having	2FA	on	all	of	your	services	going	forward	would	be	a	huge	boost	in	the	communities	trust	of	SBI	and	Albion	Online	as	a	game.	This	will	be	fixed	in	an	upcoming	patch.	We	are	very
sorry	for	the	inconvenience.	This	is	frustrating	for	us	-	and	even	more	for	you.	When	you	do	receive	a	mute,	you	will	see	the	reason	and	duration	whenever	you	…31.03.2022	11:50	UTC[31.	i	think	to	lauth	is	galop	sounds.when	enemy	around	i	dont	see	him	but	i	hear	hes	horse	galoop	its	like	cheat	i	hope	bugs	will	be	fixed	to.what	i	can	say,daggers	now
is	slowly	for	fight,when	i	not	use	skill	i	can	move	from	anemy	fast.like	was	before	pach.so	what	to	do?maby	i	need	remove	daggers	and	take	frostst…31.07.2018	15:44	UTCNorton	Issue?This	is	only	a	"heuristic"	detection,	given	away	by	the	".Heur."	in	the	threat	name.	We	already	made	the	following	adjustments,	these	are	mainly	aimed	at	keeping	the
Self	Sustaining	Healer	and	new	endless	kiting	builds	with	magic	staffs	in	check	in	Corrupted	Dungeons:	-	Cursed	Tar	-	Removed	slow	-	Casttime	0s	->	0.3s	-	Curse	Passive	Hit	and	Run	-	activates	after	every	4	->	6	Casts	-	Thorn	Growth	-	Area	Damage	40	->	10	(vs.	We	always	have	to	be	really	careful	with	changes	like	these.	In	short,	what	we	want	to
achieve	is	more	active	Outlands	and	hence	more	genuine	ganking	opportunities	while	nerfing	camping.	Today	all	the	T5,	T6	or	T7	dungeons	are	copied	pasted	from	their	pair	and	this	lack	of	diversity.	To	have	a	more	expansive	look	at	the	details	of	the	job	and	the	profile(s)	we’re	looking	for…17.06.2021	18:16	UTC#SAVETHELOGOHi	All,	First	of	all:
thank	you	for	making	your	voice	heard.	We	have	submitted	a	bunch	of	malicious	tools	to	EAC	for	investigation,	and	they	added	them	to	their	detection	on	the	19th	in	the	morning.	I	have	to	be	honest	here,	this	blew	up	way	bigger	than	I	or	anyone	here	would	have	expected.	We	have	compiled	answers	to	some	of	the	questions	you	might	have	regarding
the	launch.	In	today's	video,	he	is	joined	by	Combat	Designer	Michael	Schwahn	to	give	more	details	of	this	massive,	from-the-ground-up	rework	of	this	entire	weapon	line.	(meaning	that	if	you	bid	500	silver,	it	counts	as	1000	silver,	for	example)	-	If	you	win	the	auction	as	the	curre…04.04.2022	10:42	UTC[4.	But	we're	trying	to	bring	more	variety	to	the
mobs	inside	the	same	tier	to	compensate	that.06.07.2017	13:07	UTC[Feedback	Wanted!]	New	Hector	DungeonsQuote	from	Mathieu94P:	“Quote	from	Foximmilian:	“Thank	you	guys,	again,	for	your	time	and	feedback!	We're	really	grateful	for	this.	If	we	got	some	data	points	like	affected	characters	and	the	rough	time	we	have	some	inform…18.05.2022
14:00	UTCChanges	for	Guild	Season	16Hello	players	of	Albion,	I	would	like	to	introduce	you	to	all	the	upcoming	changes	for	Season	16.	Quote	from	Korn:	“Hey	there	and	thanks	for	the	feedback	so	far.	The	introduction	of	corrupted	dungeons	should	not	make	a	difference,	since	loot	from	the	black	market	is	not	reserved	for	a	particular	kind	of	content.
We’re	definitely	happy	with	the	response	to	the	PvP	content	when	it	happens	but	would	like	to	incorporate	some	of	the	feedback	for	improving	the	accessibility	and	matchmaking	of	the	feature	in	Patch	3.	They	are	not	sold	by	us,	you	need	the	unlock-item.				…					,					!		14				IAMNIUBI							.	Détails	ici	:	albiononline.com/fr/news/lands-awakened-patch-8
Pour	une	liste	complète	des	modifications,	lisez	les	notes	de	mise	à	jour	officielles.25.04.2022	10:10	UTCO	Pacote	Terras	Despertadas	8	está	aquib73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	O	Pacote	Terras	Despertadas	8	está	aqui!	Este	pacote	traz	extensas	mudanças	no	balanceamento	de	combate,	melhor	organização	de	partidas	na	Arena
e	muito	mais.	December	2020]	Rise	of	Avalon	Patch	10Quote	from	Robinhoodrs:	“Question;	The	Raid	Zone	section	talks	about	the	fame	rewards	being	improved	greatly,	but	no	mention	of	the	loot	being	changed?	The	exploiter	will	then	re-enter	the	ring,	but	at	a	location	where	a	terrain	obstruction	will	prevent	the	opponent	from	reaching	him.	Detailed
Season	Schedule	1.	”	Hi	there,	we're	not	trying	to	downplay	this	incident	in	any	way.	Especially	the	books	by	Abercrombie	is	something	everyone	should	read,	the	stand	alone	books	after	the	first	law	trilogy	most	of	all.	That	said,	here's	our	reasons	for	this	change:	Before	the	patch,	many	players	complained,	that	they	would	sometimes	find	high	value
chests	which	contained	no	items.	"A	snapphane	was	a	member	of	a	17th-century	pro-Danish	guerrilla	organization	that	fought	against	the	Swedes	in	the	Second	Northern	and	Scanian	Wars."	Source:	[url]	/url]	Anyway,	good	luck.	en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surtr17.05.2015	18:26	UTCWhat	other	games	do	Sandbox	Interactive	employees	(and	forum
members)	like	to	play?Mostly	CS	GO	but	have	started	to	grow	tired	of	it	yet	again	(mainly	due	to	3rd	party	programs	ruining	the	scene)	and	have	since	started	playing	Dota	2	again.04.02.2015	16:00	UTChave	to	download	the	game	every	day@AbunA	ok	i	got	the	impression	you	mean	just	letting	the	launcher	download	the	game	again	after	the	"error
waiting	for	xdelta	tool"	comes	up.	forum.albiononline.com/index.p…daf809dc5aa874f9c9bc4ae84	Many	of	you	might	already	know	that	there	were	already	some	mobs	in	the	game	that	were	able	to	upgrade	from	normal	creatures	to	more	rare	versions	the	longer	they	are	alive	which	includes	e.g.	Crystal	Spiders.	These	measures	have	been	effective	in
the	sense	that	they	caused	the	top-end	alliances	to	split	into	multiple	smaller	groups	&	lone	guilds.	I	would	like	to	be	able	to	to	see	certain	debuffs/buffs	via	interface	(Nature	Q	stacks	for	ex)	3.	Would	you	try	and	let	me	know	if	you	see	the	same	now?	”	Yes,	that	is	an	intended	change.	Sorry	for	all	the	inconvenience	and	trouble!!!22.08.2017	21:47
UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)We	know	how	annoying	the	lag	is	for	you	folks.	I	would	argue	that	this	would	make	the	situation	worse,	see	example:	130,450,000	=	130	m	130,000,000	=	130	m	The	only	way	to	actually	read	out	the	real	amount	would	be	via	a	tooltip,	which	I	would	clearly	argue	is	worse.	However,	we	feel	it	is	important	to
note	that	only	users	registered	in	the	forum	are	affected	by	this	breach.	And	yeah,	shift+click	is	the	way	to	feed	them	or	drag	&	drop	the	crops	from	your	inventory	into	the	feeding	window.04.08.2021	08:07	UTCI	didn't	receive	the	confirmation	codeHey!	Normally,	the	code	should	be	dispatched	immediately.	Siege	camps	in	Black	zones	will	become
black	market	banks.		2	3		Elevate	Judicate					.	”	If	there	are	too	many	people	around	you	(i.e.	a	zerg)	the	town	portal	would	not	work.	Therefore,	we	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	our	UI	artist	is	currently	working	on	this	feature	and	here	is	a	sneak	peak	on	its	progress:	rDrDrLg.png	I	currently	do	not	have	an	ETA	on	exactly	when	it	will	arrive,	but	that
will	become	clearer	as	move	towards	our	upcoming	updates	and	the	news	surrounding	that.	#iStandWithRobin	#leaveMyAlbionAlone	”	Hey	there,	transport	from	a	city	or	hideout	to	another	city	or	hideout	would	not	be	impacted	by	this	fe…02.03.2022	23:22	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Hey	there	and	thanks	for	the	feedback
so	far.	From	our	latest	Dev	Talk	you	probably	know	that	we	have	been	primarily	working	on	the	Magic	Staff	Rework.	Especially	if	you're	using	Steam,	since	it	doesn't	necessarily	need	to	be	the	Steam	Email	address	when	you	created	the	Albion	account.18.05.2022	08:42	UTC#Bugs	#Blackzone	#portalreal	#portalavalon	#HELPHola,	Si	estuvo	en	el
servidor	de	prueba	recientemente	y	encontró	las	nuevas	advertencias	de	zona	PvP,	es	posible	que	su	cliente	haya	guardado	la	configuración	de	notificación	para	su	cliente	en	vivo,	lo	que	le	impide	ingresar	a	cualquier	zona	PvP.	Here	you	will	be	able	to	select	a	visual	appearance	for	your	character’s	equi…01.08.2019	08:55	UTCMarket	Volume
(chart/indicator)Hey	@Woohoodathird!	A	chart	with	volume	measures	is	in	the	game	already.	Starting	at	10:00	UTC	on	April	10,	you	will	no	longer	need	to	buy	the	game	in	order	to	play.	For	this	next	patch,	we’ve	massively	increased	rewards.	13.05.2022	11:51	UTCDev	Talk:	Magic	Staff	OverhaulIn	our	last	Dev	Talk,	Game	Director	Robin	Henkys
introduced	the	upcoming	Into	the	Fray	update	and	gave	an	overview	of	its	major	features,	including	a	major	Magic	Staff	Overhaul.	AuBurnGG's	proposal	was	only	the	addition	of	the	actual	average	value	for	the	volume.	Example	of	great	other	stuff:	youtube.com/watch?v=S_e49ZVnNVo18.06.2015	10:28	UTCWhat	Book	Are	You	Reading?What	Bercilak
said.	We	have	made	some	adjustments	and	the	servers	seem	to	be	stable	now.	If	it's	the	daily	thing	for	each	player	then	we	may	be	able	to	generate	a	json	dump	of	the	data	for	you.	During	the	Guild	Season	Rewards	The	rewards	will	be	split	according	to	the	outcome	of	the	match.	Mounts	4.	But	they	came	in	pretty	late	so	they	still	have	to	be	merged
into	the	patch	and	will	probably	be	on	the	staging	server	in	the	next	days.	If	you	google	albion	Wiki,	the	gamepedia	one	will	be	first.	A	more	detailed	schedule	will	follow	next	week	once	Season	5	is	fully	concluded.	The	daily	maintenance	begins	at	10:00	UTC,	and	usually	lasts	between	30-60	minutes.	We	are	surprised	and	overwhelmed	by	the
"sudden"	interest	in	it.	The	chart's	been	there	before	that.	And	I	don't	think	we	have	a	jetpack	in	the	game.	Do	not	invest	into	this	under	any	circumstances.	If	you	see	any	inconsistencies	in	data	please	don't	hesitate	to	write	me	here.06.09.2019	12:18	UTCUpdated	Guild	Logs@Funstealer	@Al-Capone	These	logs	will	be	kept	over	a	period	of	60
days.05.09.2019	12:55	UTCUpdated	Guild	LogsHey	everyone,	we	have	been	getting	a	lot	of	feedback	over	the	last	couple	of	months	regarding	the	lack	of	a	way	to	get	information	about	leaving/joining	guild	members.	A	simple	'turn	it	off	and	on	again'	fixed	this	for	now	so	you	will	see	the	filters	again.	And	if	you	restrict	use	the	transport	after	lot
corpopse.	-	Lino19.06.2019	15:28	UTCSound	is	still	severely	lackingHey	@Chersk!	If	you	send	me	the	spells&attacks	that	you	feel	are	lacking	a	proper	sound,	I'll	definitely	forward	it	to	our	sound	department	so	they	can	take	a	look.	if	i	feel	cornered	at	a	moment	in	ZvZ,	just	found	a	spot	and	10	sec	later,	safe?	Best	regards,	Thorn26.11.2021	12:02
UTCNDA	Balance	PlaytestsThese	changes	are	planned	for	the	first	patch	of	the	new	update.	I	would	like	to	be	able	to	see	a	%	total	life	or	the	exact	number	of	HP	current/total	What	do	you	guys	think?	Can	somebody	tell	me	what	'active'	defines	as	for	this	case	@Evoque	”	Hey	there	@Skitted,	It	just	means	that,	you	need	to	both	purchase	and	'redeem'
the	corresponding	pack.	mobs)	-	Rejuvenating	Flower	-	Grow	time	3s	->	2.5s	-	Throwing	a	level	1	flower	now	causes	a	2s	c…16.05.2022	11:32	UTCWhat	has	SBI	been	doing?Quote	from	Reef:	“You	forgot	about	skins.	It's	possible	that	gender	change	is	coming	with	the	following	content	update,	but	I	can't	make	promises.	but	if	u	tried	that	already	then
just	ignore	what	i	said	03.02.2015	21:04	UTChave	to	download	the	game	every	dayits	strange	because	i	had	the	same	error,	did	u	guys	really	uninstall	it	via	windows	->	programms	until	the	whole	directoy	is	gone	and	reinstall	it	from	albiononline.com/en/download	?	Here	you	should	have	…18.05.2022	18:46	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Into	the	Fray
UpdateThanks	all	for	reporting	of	bugs	and	problems.	forum.albiononline.com/index.p…6ff3aadb47ab9e2328f592ee3	These	mystical	paths	through	the	mists	form	an	ever-shifting	network	of	…11.03.2020	00:32	UTCServer	Issues,	Black	Screen	&	Can't	Login	ThreadHey	everyone,	we're	currently	investigating	why	some	portion	of	the	player	base
(seems	to	be	mostly	players	connecting	from	the	United	States	and	Canada)	is	experiencing	these	network	issues	at	this	time.	They're	not	working	for	me	today.	Equipment	items	(main	AND	offhand)	2.	We	have	re-discussed	the	topic	again	internally	and	have	decided	that	the	old	logos	can	remain.	They	will	always	spawn	with	a	full	30	resources	per
resource	node	and	not	only	that	but	their	chances	of	being	enchanted	are	highly	increased.	-Talion22.09.2021	09:15	UTCEarning	an	HQ	Hideout	in	the	Energy	Surge	SeasonQuote	from	FriendlyFoe:	“Again	they	screwed	small	guilds,	all	content	is	for	the	big	guilds,	small	guilds	and	solo	players	please	quit	the	game	right	now	because	SBI	don't	care
85%	of	its	players,	meaning	small	guilds	and	solo	players.	Beyond	that	a	new	building	is	being	constructed	next	to	the	Realmgate.	I	really	hope	not...We	are	currently	testing	with	an	80%	cap	in	lethal	2v2	and	5v5.	Currently	we	are	not	planning	to	make	any	further	changes	to	the	adventurer's	challenge	screen	in	the	near	future.	Edit:	it	may	be	fixed
now.	19.070.1	-	March	30,	2022	Controller	Support	Improvements	-	Added	Controller	options	to	Settings	menu	-	Holding	the	right	shoulder	button	now	triggers	target	selection	via	the	right	stick	-	Pressing	the	right	stick	now	opens	a	radial	context	menu	in-game,	enabling	different	actions	based	on	selected	target	-	Added	an	alternate	control	scheme,
allowing	selection	of	targets	via	right	stick	instead	of	using	a	cursor	-	Added	an	alternate	spell	control	scheme,	"Cast	on	b…30.03.2022	09:59	UTC[March	30]	Daily	maintenance	potentially	taking	longerHello	everyone,	During	daily	maintenance	today	we're	deploying	Patch	7	to	the	Live	Server.	If	you	are	interested	please	read	about	the	requirements
and	application	process	in	the	post	above.	You	can	find	more	inf…07.12.2020	08:54	UTCAPI	Update	-	Rendering	Guild	LogosQuote	from	shoo7ter:	“looks	like	all	the	links	dont	work	for	me	!!	”	Do	you	mean	the	ones	in	Mythercerias	post	or	the	ones	you	try	to	build	for	your	guild	logo?	And	making	sure	the	new	content	is	in	a	good	state.	The	"what":
Invisibility	Shrines	have	been	added	to	the	immediate	area	around	Outland	portals,	as	well	as	at	each	exit	of	a	zone	containing	a	portal.	Looking	forward	to	contribute	to	the	new	Wiki.	I	know	that	this	is	inconvenient	for	many	players.	Please	report	in	this	thread	is	not	the	case.	The	issue	likely	is	fixed,	although	the	changes	we	made	will	take	a	few
minutes	to	make	their	way	through	every	system	along	the	way.	найдите	предупреждения,	отмеченные	на	скриншоте,	и	нажмите	X,	чтобы	сбросить	их.	Somebody	claims	to	be	selling	/	listing	Albion	Online	crypto	currency	and	claims	that	you	can	you	use	in	connection	with	the	game.	-	Lucent	Hawk	(Mistpiercer)	-	Doesn't	require	a	buff	acti…
12.05.2022	14:18	UTCNDA	Balance	PlaytestsThese	are	the	changes	for	the	next	content	update,	Into	the	Fray.	Additionally,	you	can	now	configure	Hotkeys	for	both	Stacking	and	Sorting	of	your	inventory	as	long	as	the	Inventory	is	open.	Balltevault	Migration	-	Royal	Cities	Battlesvaults	in	all	Conquerors'	Hall	Lvl	3	have…23.02.2021	17:51	UTC..Sorry
to	disappoint	you,	but	this	is	complete	nonsense.	This	is	due	to	perception	bias:	out	of	hundreds	of	thousands	of	players,	it	is	normal	that	a	certain	percenta…05.08.2020	12:25	UTCFirst	Look:	The	Rogue	Adventurer	BundleHi	@Hyrkali,	The	bundle	will	be	permanently	available,	until	you	have	either	purchased	the	bundle	itself	or	all	individual	pieces
with	gold.	Some	info	that	I	was	able	to	find:	Problems	with	Play	country	To	use	a	gift	card	or	redeem	a	promotional	code:	-	You	must	be	a	resident	of	the	country	where	the	gift	card	or	promotional	code	is	offered.	We	will	increase	the	amount	of	faction	points	needed	to	buy	a	city	heart	from	1500	to	3000.	We	cannot	give	definite	lists	of	devic…
03.05.2021	10:34	UTCMassively	increasing	Hellgate	Rewards	in	Patch	4!Hi	everyone,	apologies	for	the	late	follow	up,	last	week	was	a	busy	week!	As	many	of	you	will	have	seen,	we've	included	significant	additional	changes	to	Hellgates	in	Patch	4	as	a	result	of	this	discussion.	Therefore	we	will	have	a	Player	Migration	with	Call	to	Arms	where	players
will	be	moved	to	cities	or	to	the	exit	of	their	current	Zone.	18.05.2015	21:33	UTCWhat	does	your	Screen	Name	mean?From	Norse	mythology,	the	jötunn	Surtr	who	fights	Freya	in	Ragnarök.	-Mo23.04.2019	10:00	UTCUpcoming	changes	to	the	Land	Auction	SystemHey	everyone,	There	have	been	several	ongoing	discussions	on	the	monopolization	of
the	city	plots	and	we	appreciate	all	of	your	feedback	on	this	topic.	But	it's	NOT	being	converted	into	a	permanent	skin.	Once	I	finish	that	I	will	be	off	to	read	'The	Autumn	Republic',	by	Brian	McClellan.17.06.2015	23:04	UTCFavorite	music	and	why?youtube.com/watch?v=h8XCUbGAILo15.06.2015	15:15	UTCAll	the	guilds	in	Albion	and	what	they
are.Haha	really	neat!	@Blackthron	EDIT:	This	reminds	me	of	fighting	Russian	clans	in	Lineage	2	as	well.	If	you're	still	running	into	issues,	my	colleagues	at	[email	protected]	can	help	you.	They	help	us	with	bug	fixing	and	finalizing	some	of	the	rough	edge's	of	the	feature	A	couple	of	other	adjustments:	invisibility	Shrine	Buff	in	Portal	Cities:	-	Duration:
180s	->	120s	-	Silence	after	the	buff	is	removed:	5s	->	10s	-	Additionally	The	buff	is	instantly	removed	when	entering:	-	Any	Dungeon	-	Corrupted	Dungeon	-	Hell	Gate	-	Expedition	-	Arena	/	Crystal	Arena	-	Avalonian	Roads	Training	Dummies:	-	Have	been	adjusted	so	they	don't	instantly…18.05.2022	18:38	UTCBalance	Changes	-	Into	The	Fray-	Cursed
Staff	Spell	Unlock	Order	-	Swapped	Desecrate	and	Cursed	Tar	(So	Desecrate	is	available	from	T3	on	-	Living	Torch	(Infernal	Staff)	-	Fixed	a	bug	where	mobs	wouldn't	take	area	damage	if	they	just	stood	still	-	Cast	Range:	14m	->	12m	-	Area	Damage	vs	Players:	45	->	28	-	Area	Damage	is	not	reflectable	anymore	-	Thorn	Growth	(all	Nature	Staffs)	-	Area
Damage	vs	Players:	10	->	20	-	Consumed	Thorn	Stack	Damage:	30	->	35	18.05.2022	17:58	UTCSeason	16	Schedule	and	ChangesGuild	Season	16	-	All	Season	Rewards	Conqueror's	Challenge	Rewards	*	Might	Requirement	*	Reward	Item	*	1,500,000	*	Crystal	Avatar	Set	-	Season	16	*	1,000,000	*	Crystal	Behemoth	*	650,000	*	Gold	Avatar	Set	-	Season
16	*	430,000	*	10%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	330,000	*	Gold	Behemoth	*	260,000	*	8%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	200,000	*	Silver	Avatar	Set	-	Season	16	*	145,000	*	6%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	100,000	*	Silver	Behemoth	*	60,000	*	4%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	30,000	*	Bronze	Avatar	-	Season	16	*	10,000	*…18.05.2022	15:41	UTCCommon	Trade	BugQuote	from
solventh:	“Quote	from	Amoebius76:	“@Quagga	I	know	if	an	issue	with	Party	Invite,	that	gets	accidentally	cancelled	and	then	you	can't	send	another	one	until	it	times	out.	Then	you	can	use	/unmute	name	to	remove	individual	players	from	the	list.03.11.2021	21:27	UTC[Update]	HCE	Ninja	Changes	and	Some	ThoughtsHey	there,	based	on	the	feedback
received	we	did	a	lot	of	additional	number	crunching	and	decided	to	soften	the	HCE	balance	adjustments	to	the	following:	-	HCE	fame	reduction	has	been	reduced	to	match	the	silver	reduction	(from	-25%	on	Level	15+	to	-10%),	but	HCE	mob	strength	has	been	increased	to	compensate	for	the	strength	gained	from	Elite	levels	(+5%	damage	and	hit
points)	This	will	be	published	as	part	of	the	revised	testserver	patch	notes.03.11.2021	13:06	UTC[Update]	HCE	Ninja	Changes	and	Some	ThoughtsHello	everyone,	busy	week	so	my	reply	is	a	little	late.	Now	we’re	turning	our	attention	to	a	super	important,	often	overlooked	aspect	of	Albion	Online:	solo	and	small	group	gameplay.	We	decided	to	make
this	change	to	ensure	that	the	market	value	of	hearts	and	raw	resources	in	the	refinement	process	will	remain	at	a	healthy	level.	But	we	still	want	to	bring	you	a	balance	patch,	before	the	Rework	hits	live.	Instead,	you	will	be	able	to	find	Treasures	that	appea…29.10.2021	17:48	UTCOpen	World	Mob	ChangesHi	everyone,	In	this	post,	I	want	to
introduce	you	to	the	changes	we	made	to	enemy	creatures	you	can	find	while	roaming	around	the	open	world.	”	How	much	you	will	have	to	pay	should	show	the	tooltip.	In	the	end,	all	we	want	is	PVP,	right?	I	didnt	Not	find	the	other	one	even	on	google	unless	i	checked	this	thread.	Dove	in	a	dungeon?	The	likely	reasons	for	disconnects	are	your
internet	provider	(e.g.	24-hour-disconnect),	your	Wifi	(lots	of	wireless	networds	in	the	building	=	unstable)	etc.	-	Lino03.07.2019	12:09	UTCVanity	&	Customization@Rindex	Concerning	the	current	"Grandmaster's	Warhorse":	As	was	said	before	"You'll	be	able	to	salvage	the	current	mounts	for	their	original	gold	cost."	So	you	didn't	lose	anything	by
buying	one.	Those	treasures	will	replace	the	old	Tier	7	and	Tier	8	Big	Nodes.	5.	The	impact	on	top-end	alliances	was	similar	to	the	impact	we	would…13.03.2020	17:35	UTCAlbion	Roadmap	Update	2020Dear	Albion	community,	Its	finally	time	to	share	our	plans	beyond	the	Queen	update	with	you!	With	the	last	update	we	brought	a	revolution	to
Albion’s	Outland	gameplay.	click	the	X	to	reset	those	This	should	enable	you	to	enter	the	PvP	zones	again20.05.2022	17:31	UTCBalance	Changes	-	Into	The	FrayMade	the	new	smite	smoother	and	faster	to	play,	with	less	downtime	between	casts.	We	already	have	a	light	version	of	that	-	if	you	log	in	from	a	new	device,	you	will	have	to	do	an	email
verification.	steam	users	are	dropping	too...	Thank	you	for	your	patience!	Elsa,	Nesnes	&	De…04.03.2022	22:50	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Quote	from	Robinhoodrs:	“Seeing	this	and	how	easy	it'll	be	to	transports	resources	back	that	you've	gathered,	why	not	just	give	us	the	Return	Bonus	for	refining	in	the	Outlands	now
within	Hideouts/HQ's?	@Fusionbomb	Thanks	for	the	endless	supply	of	gif	reactions	whatever	the	topic	is.	19.05.2015	18:16	UTCItem	that	prevents	you	from	dropping	all	ur	loot?Quote	from	Gwandir:	“Quote	from	Vomk:	“A	really	rare	item	that	prevents	you	from	dropping	ur	items?	Elite	mobs	are	mobs	intended	for	larger	groups.	Open	your	Game
Menu	(top	right	button,	or	press	ESC)	2.	This	has	nothing	to	do	with	transphobia.	”	This.	The	code	would	then	think	that	it	is	a	unique	item	name	and	wouldn't	start	to	search	for	the	item	by	localized	name.	Only	processing	the	data	to	be	available	via	API	is	delayed.	I	am	very	sorry	that	wasn't	able	to	answer	your	concerns	earlier.	”	Apologies
@solventh,	I	have	attached	the	image	now	to	the	post,	is	that	accessible	and	a	better	format	for	you?	”	Yes,	that	is	unintended	and	will	be	fixed,	thank	you	for	the	report!27.08.2017	15:05	UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)We're	close	to	get	the	lag	situation	under	control.	I	hope	you	say	all	of	them.	February	2020]	Queen	Patch	5Quote	from
fballarino:	“Why	do	we	have	T6	crap	in	T8	maps	now	?	forum.albiononline.com/index.p…daf809dc5aa874f9c9bc4ae84	Treasure	Resources	With	Lands	Awakened	we	will	introduce	so-called	Treasure	Resources.	”	Hi	Cessari,	thanks	for	your	feedback.	The	mounts	will	be	converted	into	skin-unlock	items	that	you	can	consume	to	permanently	unlock	the
respective	skin	for	your	account.	"I	think	you	might	be	right	on	the	gathering	estimate	but	that	you	mught	vastly	underestimate	the	outpost	capture	situa…19.07.2018	13:40	UTCSome	faction	war	feedbackQuote	from	Sinatra.SUN:	“	Points:	4500	for	capturing	point	and	1000	for	killing	boss	in	a	3	man	group.	Here	you	should	have	entries	about
Warnings	when	entering	a	PvP	Zone	5.	For	the	other	ones	you'll	need	the	unlock-items.	Equipment	items	(main	hand)	2.	This	is	not	a	joke,	quote	from	their	website:	Quote	from	MMO-Population.com:	“It's	virtually	impossible	to	work	out	accurate	subscriber	counts	for	MMOs	today,	and	this	site	cannot	do	that.	Here	is	a	quick	update	and	some	of	our
reasoning.	If	you	there	in	SBI	want	to	make	HQ	hid…13.09.2021	23:00	UTCIn-Game	Music	Missing?We	do	have	original	in-game	music.	For	Reference:	*	Old	Sorting:	*	New	Sorting:	*	1.	Not	the	ingredients.	After	looking	at	the	numbers	and	reading	through	your	feedback	we	have	decided	to	increase	the	amount	of	Crystal	League	time	slots	for	Levels
1-3	during	the	Guild	Season.	Equipment	items	(rest)	3.	Some	of	the	improvements	you	suggested	are	actually	already	part	of	our	next	patch,	such	as	resetting	cooldowns	when	entering	a	new	Hellgate	or	when	being	invaded.	Here	is	a	breakdown	of	all	the	changes	in	Season	14:	Conqueror’s	Challenge	&	Season	Rewards	With	the	next	update	Lands
Awakened	we	are	introducing	the	new	Conqueror’s	Chal…08.11.2021	13:00	UTCChanges	for	Guild	Season	14All	Season	Rewards	Conqueror's	Challenge	Rewards	*	Might	Requirement	*	Reward	Item	*	1,500,000	*	Crystal	Avatar	Set	*	1,000,000	*	Crystal	Battle	Eagle	*	650,000	*	Gold	Avatar	Set	*	430,000	*	10%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	330,000	*	Gold
Battle	Eagle	*	260,000	*	8%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	200,000	*	Silver	Avatar	Set	*	145,000	*	6%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	100,000	*	Silver	Battle	Eagle	*	60,000	*	4%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	*	30,000	*	Bronze	Avatar	*	10,000	*	2%	Fame	Buff	(90	days)	-	Only	one	reward	item	per	typ…06.11.2021	22:05	UTCCrypto	Scam	WarningHi	all,	we	have	been	made
aware	of	various	fraud	attempts	in	the	crypto	currency	world	related	to	Albion	Online.	That	website	uses	fake	numbers,	their	numbers	are	made	up	based	on	how	active	the	Albion's	subreddit	is	on	Reddit.	and	for	the	entire	month	of	May,	you	can	take	the	Morgana	Challenge	to	collect	fantastic	rewards.	They	will	exchange	it	for	the	proper	one.	If	you
feel	like	we	need	to	adjust	the	hellgate	system,	don't	use	this	thread,	but	create	a	new	one	in	the	feedback	section	of	the	forum.	and	if	I	heard	correctly..	I'm	opening	this	thread	so	you	can	report	here.05.08.2017	18:22	UTCTeleport	hacking	has	begunQuote	from	PugthePanda:	“if	only	my	Nvidia	Shadowplay	would	let	me	record	video's	like	it	does	with
other	games	.	And	if	the	channel	succeeds,	this	amount	of	silver	should	be	deducted.	”	We're	pleased	you	guys	like	it,	and	I	will	pass	on	your	suggestion	and	see	what	the	status	is!	Quote	from	kilawok:	“The	life	bar	looks	entirely	different	too,	can	we	also	expect	a	facelift	on	names/health	bars?	What's	New	This	Season	3.	Does	not	matter	that	big	guilds
already	have	their	maps	and	territorys,	almost	all	the	content	in	the	game	is	for	them.	Your	request	of	customizable	mouse	cursors	has	been	noted	David14.01.2018	17:23	UTCTime	to	go	Home	&	Icy	Battleground	ScheduleWe're	sorry	for	blocking	players	with	low	reputation	during	the	'Time	to	go	home'	event.	Strange.	@Donger304	We're	not	taking
any	gold	for	old	mounts.	it	just	keeps	getting	worse.	They	only	make	content	for	big	guilds.	@Finalhecate	Thanks	for	that	fantastic	song.	That	said	we	noticed	a	bug	in	the	framework	used	for	it	which,	in	combination	with	increased	usage	of	the	service,	caused	a	critical	error	in	the	application.	Thats	why	it	always	jumps	to	the	top...	If	you	do	now	know
the	english	item	name	you	can	use	it	from	any…22.08.2018	08:25	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiHey	Guys,	as	I	got	sick	of	my	usual	task	yesterday	evening	I	put	in	a	couple	of	minutes	to	improve	the	way	you	can	retrieve	item	icons	from	our	services.	Probably	because	Albion	connects	to	the	internet	or	something.	Thanks	for	your	feedback!
Cheers!02.06.2020	19:11	UTCUpdate	on	API	-	New	EndpointsQuote	from	cuatro:	“it	seems	only	the	example	in	the	wiki	is	working.	The	purpose	of	this	post	is	to	inform	you	of	said	exploit,	as	well	as	deter	future	abuse.	I'll	dicuss	this	with	@Retroman	though,	and	see	if	we	are	happy	with	this	behaviour.	I	think	it	would	be	cool	to	actually	have	to	earn
the	reward--	either	by	completing	a	list	of	tasks	that	take	y…07.03.2019	12:05	UTCA	New	Battle	Mount	-	The	Support	CartHey	@Tahsim,	Thanks	for	sharing	your	idea	with	us!	It	would	be	great	to	hear	what	others	think	about	each	of	these	abilities	you	mentioned.	wiki.libsdl.org/Installation12.07.2017	22:03	UTCBlack	ErrorIt's	back	online	now.	With
an	upcoming	update,	we	will	be	adding	features	to	the	existing	Member	Logs	UI	to	make	this	information	easily	accessible.	I	removed	those	from	the	page	and	now	icons	are	displayed	as	expected	(though	there	is	…03.09.2018	08:17	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	ZaZii:	“Yo,	next	time	you	get	bored,	can	you	take	a	look	at	the	layers	of	those
fancy	new	pictures?	A	workaround	for	now	is	to	click	in	the	chat	window,	this	re-enables	the	keyboard.	Zones	with	a	higher	level	have	a	higher	enchantment	rate	for	resources	(of	Tier	6+)	and	their	level	is	multiplied	to	any	season	points.	Unless	the	cities	can	be	launched	on	via	the	Faction	Warfare	system	by	another	faction?	During	this	time	these
services	may	also	be	unreachable,	however	we	don't	expect	this	to	last	longer	than	an	hour.	…17.07.2019	22:40	UTCH4n1baL	says	goodbyeAgain,	thanks	everyone	for	the	kind	words!	I'm	really	overwhelmed	with	the	responses.	I	could	not	reproduce	this	error	with	pressing	the	"OK"	button	though.06.04.2017	15:31	UTCInspect	Brokenthe	fix	for	this
bug	will	very	likely	be	deployed	with	the	next	patch24.03.2017	15:33	UTCBug	with	"Royal	set"Thank	you	for	reporting	this	bug!	The	fix	will	very	likely	be	deployed	in	Patch	#3	for	Galahad.24.03.2017	15:32	UTCBug	with	"Royal	set"Thank	you	for	reporting	this	bug!	The	fix	will	very	likely	be	deployed	in	Patch	#3	for	Galahad.01.03.2017	12:43
UTCCan't	install	on	drive	other	than	C:/Right	now	you'll	either	need	to	make	4GB	room	on	C:	or	configure	your	windows	to	put	the	temp	folders	on	D:	(you	can	google	how	to	do	this	or	let	a	friend	help	you).	*Insert	'I've	made	a	huge	mistake'	meme*	On	a	more	serious	note:	I	asked	@H4n1baL	and	it	is	already	planned	and	being	worked	on	just	not
highest	prio	currently.09.01.2018	17:58	UTCClearing	Travel	Menu	From	Spammy	Personal	IslandsThis	is	a	task	more	suited	for	@H4n1baL,	passing	it	on.06.01.2018	12:01	UTC[06.01.18]	Testserver	Patch	Notes	-	Kay	Patch	#2Improvements	-	Added	Hotkey	to	toggle	AutoRun	on	and	off	(Default:	NumLock).	You	will	be	able	to	unlock	a	permanent	skin
for	gold	once	Percival	goes	live	and	you'll	be	able	to	salvage	the	current	mounts	for	their	original	gold	cost.	This	may	not	be	a	very	satifying	answer,	but	-	if	you	get	a	lot	of	disconnects,	the	problem	is	somewhere	on	"your"	side,	it's	not	our	server.	Thanks10.05.2022	10:39	UTCJourney	Back	(Town	Portal)	-	Additional	Information	and	BackgroundHi	all,
following	up	on	our	recent	dev	talk	about	the	upcoming	Into	the	Fray	expansion,	we	would	like	to	provide	you	with	more	information	about	the	so-called	“Journey	Back”	Ability	that	will	be	added	to	mounts.	Cheers,	Retro08.11.2021	13:00	UTCChanges	for	Guild	Season	14Hello	Albion-Community,	With	the	upcoming	Season	14	we	introduce	a	major
overhaul	of	the	guild	season	system,	with	our	new	Might	&	Favor	feature	in	the	Lands	Awakened	update.	Because	I	don't	know	how	the	game	handles	death	looting	versus	suicide	looting,	and	I	suspect	they	are	the	same.	Learn	more:	albiononline.com/news/morgana-challenge-202225.04.2022	10:10	UTCLands	Awakened	Patch	8	już	tu
jestb73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	Lands	Awakened	Patch	8	już	tu	jest!	Ten	patch	wprowadza	rozległe	zmiany	balansu	walki,	ulepszony	matchmaking	Areny	i	więcej.	We	unfortunately	have	no	influence	over	this	as	it	is,	and	also	do	not	have	an	ETA	for	when	payments	in	Russian	Rubles	will	be	possible	again	through	this	gateway.
”	People	who	supply	a	lot	of	gear	from	th…03.03.2022	12:12	UTCAlbion	Is	loosing	lot	of	players...	Is	it	missing	from	the	list	(unless	the	roll	changes)?	@GrayMo	”	Frogs,	Bats,	Foxes,	Rabbits,	etc	that	can	be	summoned	by	vanity	gear	are	not	targetable	and	are	also	unaffected	by	AOE's.	The	maintenance	is	for:	-	Performing	database	backups	-
Deploying	server-side	updates	and	fixes	-	Working	on	hardware	(adding	new	machines,	updating	operating	system,	changing	routing	and	network	configuration)	-	Also,	certain	things	in	the	gam…10.04.2019	15:18	UTC[Resolved]	Gold	Market	IssueHey	everyone,	Today	we	performed	an	emergency	maintenance	to	resolve	an	exploit	that	affected	our	in-
game	gold	market.	However	since	our	resources	are	mainly	occupied	with	the	rework	we	will	focus	on	a	smaller	amount	of	changes	and	try	to	avoid	changes	to	the	magic	staffs	in	the	balance	patch.	The	idea	is	to	get	the	balance	just	right,	to	get	good	fights	and	not	make	the	entry-level	too	high	for	newer	players.	Cheers	flyn16.05.2018	12:06
UTCPING	400+	INCREASE	150	PING	AFTER	STEAM	RELEASEThe	game	has	not	yet	been	released	on	Steam.	Which	mobile	devices	can	I	play	on?	”	In	that	case	I'd	like	you	to	elaborate	on	the	UI	"starts	to	get	bugged".	You	can	open	up	wiki.albiononline.com/wiki/Widget:World_map	to	see	how	to	integrate	this	map.	April	2022]	Lands	Awakened
Hotfix	7.21Fixes	-	[ANDROID]	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Place	button	was	not	showing	when	farming	or	placing	other	objects	Note:	this	updated	client	remains	compatible	with	the	older	client	and	is	not	required	in	order	to	play.	I	am	also	not	sure	if	this	really	makes	sense.	@outfit	The	people	that	were	working	on	new	models	and	customization
options	are	not	the	ones	that	would	fix	an	issue	with	hellgates.	some	people	like	me	are	only	able	to	see	the	image	only	via	vpn.	The	issue	is	already	known	and	we	are	working	on	it.	Откройте	настройки	3.	Just	because…25.11.2021	10:40	UTCBosses	in	solo	randomized	dungeons	drop	piles	of	silver	with	0	silver.What	@Amoebius76	is	basically
correct.	(	Forum	software	should	be	updated	immediately	after	CVE/hotfix	release)	5.	For	those	of	you	who	received	a	wrong	item	already	-	please	contact	Customer	Support.	yet	players	IP	are	severely	capped.	Without	knowing	the	specifics	of	your	case	(Support	is	your	friend	there),	try	forcing	a	new	code	by	trying	to	log	in	again,	if	you	haven't
already.	Whenever	a	new	tool	is	added	to	their	detection,	there	is	going	to	be	a	spike	in	bans	through	EAC,	that	then	usually	taper	off	really	quick	because	word	spre…22.04.2021	22:42	UTCMassively	increasing	Hellgate	Rewards	in	Patch	4!Hey	everyone,	thanks	for	your	thoughts	and	feedback	on	these	changes!	We've	taken	a	very	close	look	at	what
you've	written	here	today	to	see	how	we	can	improve.	Journal	items	9.	The	highest	bid	is	only	revealed	after	bidding	is	over.	And	yes,	you	will	be	able	to	download	the	live	client	over	the	weekend	already.	And	that	heavily	depends	on	the	number	of	players	participating	in	Hellgates	This	is	why	we	are	ve…24.02.2021	10:50	UTCRoyal	Continent	Rework
and	Hellgate	Location	removal	-	Migration	ListGood	day	to	you	all,	With	Call	to	Arms	we	are	introducing	Faction	Warfare	2.0	and	the	reworked	Hellgates,	for	both	features	we	had	to	rework	the	Royal	Continent,	redesigned	Caerleon	and	remove	all	static	Hellgate	locations	from	the	Royal	Continent,	Outlands	and	Roads	of	Avalon.	David12.07.2017
22:00	UTCTest	Server	Download	Speeds	any	Indication,	you	have	problems	for	Monday.Hey	guys,	don't	worry.	-	Fixed	an	issue	where	aggro	reduction	spells	would	aggro	a	mob	in	the	first	place.	What	was	the	cause	of	the	breach?	新赛季赢家雕像	首先，Conquerors’	Hall	迎来的全新的面孔！你可以在此瞻仰属于第14赛季冠军	IAMNIUBI	的优胜者雕像，属于亚军
Elevate	与季军	Judicate	的战旗将放置在两侧。	战斗数值平衡改动	本次补丁也将带来影响深远的战斗数值平衡改动，我们彻底检查了一些出场率偏低的武器和技能，并微调了他们的数值，使其在当前版本中能有更好的表现。	0c80143a9d4961703c81dce0da5be1dcc3087d6f.jpeg	以下是一部分改动：	-	战斗手套：迷踪步已被重新制作为一个全新的技能，现在名为迅影步，成为一个踢击＋冲刺的二
段连技	-	双剑：添加了攻击速度与攻击伤害的增益效果，并使虚弱被动技能压制敌方伤害输出的效果更为明显	-	斧头：战戟与腐蚀召唤神斧的韧性穿刺数值已被调升，以优化它们在团战中的伤害输出表现	-	5v5水晶联赛：…25.04.2022	10:05	UTCEl	parche	8	de	Lands	Awakened	ya	está	aquíb73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	¡El	parche	8	de	Lands	Awakened	ya
está	aquí!	Este	parche	trae	consigo	grandes	cambios	en	el	equilibrio	del	combate,	mejoras	para	el	emparejamiento	de	grupos	de	la	Arena	y	mucho	más.	As	some	of	you	have	pointed	out,	any	information	sent	to	a	client	by	the	game	server	can	be	extracted	from	client	computers	memory	with	the	help	of	3rd	party	tools.	1.14.379	/	REV	139249	-	25
March	2019	Changes	-	The	winners'	statue	to	honor	Blue	Army's	victory	in	the	4th	season	was	removed	from	the	Portal	area	in	order	to	prepare	the	monument	for	the	upcoming	winner	of	Season	5.	Other	balance	changes	focus	primarily	on	improving	recently	reworked	abilities,	which	are	still	not	performing	well	enough.	We	also	want	to	improve	the
open	world	experience	for	small	to	mid-scale	fights,	putting	more	emphasis	on	survival	chances	when	smaller	groups	encounter	a	bigger	group.	That	number	is	only	roughly	5%	of	the	total	number	of	Albion	Online	users.	That	said	it	first	will	get	worst	until	it	get's	better	as	we	still	have	a	lot	of	data	to	process	before	reaching	the	point	where	started	to
reduce	the	amount.	Sometimes	we	just	try	out	various	things…10.05.2022	10:41	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Hi	all,	please	see	a	more	concise	summary	of	the	feature	here:	Journey	Back	(Town	Portal)	-	Additional	Information	and	Background	Please	continue	the	discussion	the	new	thread.	March	2021]	Rise	of	Avalon	Patch
15Sorry	about	my	phrasing	here.	We…03.07.2019	10:21	UTCClaymore	E	is	still	way	underpoweredI	have	nothing	to	do	with	combat	design.	Castle	/	Castle	Outpost	Overhaul	For	Season	16	we	overhauled	Castles	completely,	and	vastly	improve…18.05.2022	13:57	UTCSeason	16	Schedule	and	ChangesSeason	16	Schedule	and	Changes	Guild	Season	16
kicks	off	on	Saturday,	June	11th.	I'll	will	post	them	here	as	well:	Quote:	“Hardcore	Expeditions	In	order	to	ensure	Hardcore	Expeditions	are	properly	aligned	with	other	features,	a	reduction	to	the	overall	rewards	was	necessary.	This	does	not	seem	be	a	general	problem;	we	have	multiple	machines	running	Albion	24/7	and	almost	never	see	any
disconnects.	”	Exactly	-	works	the	same	way	as	capes.04.10.2018	07:26	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	Grimhawke-EB:	“Quote	from	Dero:	“Quote	from	Grimhawke-EB:	“Is	something	wrong	with	the	and	tags?	In	this	Update,	all	of	these	old	areas	will	be	gone	from	the	game.
______________________________________________________________________________________________	Hey	there,	if	you	were	on	the	Testing	Server	recently	and	encountered	the	new	PvP	…18.05.2022	08:37	UTCAbilities	going	off	180	degrees	from	Direction	indicatedHey	there,	could	you	detail	which	abilities	are	affected	and	in	which	situations	this	happened?
16.05.2022	21:48	UTCBalance	Changes	-	Into	The	FrayHere	are	some	more	changes:	-	Cursed	Tar	(all	Cursed	Staffs)	-	Added	the	10%	slow	back	to	the	ability	-	Grudge	(all	Cursed	Staffs)	-	Max	Charges:	7	->	4	-	Auto	Attack	0.0s:	5	->	10	-	Auto	Attack	0.5s:	7	->	20	-	Auto	Attack	1.0s:	10	->	40	-	Auto	Attack	1.5s:	14	->	70	-	Auto	Attack	2.0s:	19	->	120	-
Searing	Flame	(all	Fire	Staffs)	-	Standtime:	0.15s	->	0s	-	Pyroblast	(one-handed	Fire	Staff)	-	Increased	the	projectile	speed	-	(we	are	looking	into	increasing	the	aim-rotation	speed,	but	that	requires…16.05.2022	12:50	UTCBalance	Changes	-	Into	The	FrayThanks	for	the	feedback.	”	Thanks	for	making	us	aware	of	this.	For	example:	-	If	it	was	a	close
match,	both	teams	will	get	something,	with	the	winning	team	receiving	the	bigger	share.	What	it	should	have	said	is	just	as	you	mentioned	the	reversed	logic.	”	Depends	on	what	kind	of	data	you	need	from	this.	Important	Dates	2.	There	is	no	CDN	and	no	serious	bandwidth.	-	Added	more	sound	variations	for	castle	guards.	-	If	you	buy	the	plot	outside
of	the	auction	period	(i.e.	directly	from	the	current	owner)	you	immediately	become	the	owner	of	the	land.	We	strongly	advise	you	that	if	you	read	about	a	game	allegedly	offering	its	own	crypto	currently	to	check	…04.11.2021	14:38	UTCGathering	Changes	following	the	Treasure	ReworkQuote	from	Piddle:	“Is	this	for	ALL	resources	or	just	T7/T8.
Season	Points	Regarding	the	total	b…19.10.2018	14:36	UTCCrystal	Realm	Battles	-	Share	Your	FeedbackHi	there,	we're	flexible	regarding	the	Crystal	Realm	time	windows	so	having	them	between	warcamp	timers	is	def.	Leaving	behind	a	little	something	one	might	say.	I	cannot	find	it.	I	fixed	this	not	so	that	unique	names	are	better	distinguished	from
localized	names.	Just	like	in	Corrupted	Dungeons	infamy	can	increase	your	rewards	by	up	to	100%!	Thank	you	very	much	for	your	time	testing	Hellgates	and	giving	feedback.	New	skins	dude	that	is	the	key.	why?	But	the	poison	potion	change	was	faster	on	staging	than	i	anticipated.	Cheers,	Retro27.11.2021	14:33	UTCAlbion	Online	BugThank	you
very	much	for	reporting	but	none	of	the	above	are	bugs	but	actually	intended.	@Ravenar	Only	mounts	on	that	list	are	gonna	be	affected.	This	means	no	matter	how	hard	we	push	it,	it's	not	only	up	to	us.	I	think	this	item	was	removed	after	abou…19.05.2015	11:24	UTCSnapphanar	(	Swedish	guild	only	)Sure	you	don't	mean	Danish	guild?	”	Hi	there,
we’re	still	in	the	process	of	setting	up	the	final	balancing	and	the	faction	bosses	will	scale	to	a	degree	with	the	cluster	tier	they	are	in.	On	it!	-Mo29.04.2019	14:12	UTCEvoque:	A	fond	farewellM’ladies,	m’lords,	The	timing	is	never	ideal	for	such	an	announcement,	and	unfortunately	time	waits	for	no-one	-	which	is	one	of	the	very	reasons,	with	a	heavy
heart,	I	have	decided	to	start	a	new	chapter,	seek	new	challenges	and	for	that	I	have	to	bid	you	adieu.	You	can	use	one	to	unlock	the	skin	and	sell	the	other	9	to	other	players.	For	example	you	could	be	at	the	beginning	of	the	list	to	find	a	match	but	if	the	queue	simply	doesn't	have	enough	player	in	your	elo	range,	it	could	take	much	longer	than	you
would	expect.	If	yes	try	to	uninstall	it,	it	could	interfere	with	the	used	and	shipped	one	with	the	launcher.	Reason:	Request	failed	i	have	this	error	when	i	try	!	why	?	We're	doing	everything	in	our	power.	sh…20.07.2018	07:40	UTCSome	faction	war	feedbackThe	resource	runs	will	prob	receive	some	number	tweaking	before	the	final	update.	You	can
actually	challenge	people	from	on	top	of	the	conqueror	hall,	they	accept,	and	you	are	already	in	prime	position	to	get	the	cheap	victory.	Is	this	done	on	purpose	or	is	that	something	that	needs	fixing?	The	test	server	is...	to	have	an	advantage	against	players	with	low	rep.	or	wutHey	there,	if	you	were	on	the	Staging	Server	and	interacted	with	the	new
PvP	Zone	Warning	Popups,	a	bug	prevents	you	from	entering	the	PvP	zones	on	Live	Server,	too.	As	a	player	since	the	early	betas,	Sucks	(real	name:	Chris)	has	extensive	experience	in	group	PvP,	and	has	played	a	big	part	in	every	winning	guild's	#1	place	from	season	1	to	5.	”	Especially	if	you	plan	on	removing	all	t8	from	territories	slashing	the	energy
they	generate	as	well	makes	no	sense	if	you	want	to	have	GvGs	remain	…07.11.2018	16:09	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Crystal	Realm	BattlesI	know	that	it	doesn't	feel	good	to	see	a	smaller	number	after	the	update.	What	I	can	say	is	that	processing	of	new	data	is	happening,	just	in	a	much	slower	rate	then	needed	to	keep	up	with	the	data	coming
in.16.08.2019	11:53	UTCFame	API	seems	to	have	stalled	againHi	@cuatro,	we	have	indeed	some	performance	problems	with	player	statistics.	Cheers,	-Mo02.05.2019	07:45	UTCIsland	Favourites	TeaserHi	@Captainrussia,	It	should	be	on	the	Test-server	today.	Other	suggestions,	such	as	a	guaranteed	reward	chest	at	the	end	of	the	Hellgate,	we've
evaluated	closely	and	are	now	trying	to	find	a	way	to	get	them	into	a	patch	as	soon	as	p…22.04.2021	10:53	UTCMobilversion	von	Albion	Online	in	Deutschland	veröffentlicht!Die	mobile	Version	von	Albion	Online	kommt	diesen	Sommer	sowohl	in	den	Apple	App	Store	als	auch	den	Google	Play	Store.	(with	the	exception	of	transports	from	A	to	B,	which
can	still	be	camped	just	as	before).	Could	you	do	a	"tracert	albiononline.com"	just	to	confirm?08.11.2016	19:19	UTCConcerns	about	acount	safetyIf	I	may	add	one	more	thing:	the	way	to	go	is	of	course	two-factor-authentication,	since	you	would	have	to	break	into	two	devices	instead	of	just	one.	Instead	it	is	dropped	wherever	people	are	active
(obviously	scaled	to	the	value	of	the	activity).	Are	you	planning	to	add	alternative	visual	animations	of	weapon/armor	spells,	for	$	or	in-game	currency?	All	skin-unlock	items	are	tradable.	-	Fixed	an	issue	where	threat	bonus	buffs	gave	you	outlaw	status	or	were	resisted	because	they	were	seen	as	hostile	acts	by	the	game.	We	wanted	to	shift	the	focus
of	our	Season	System:	More	emphasis	on	individual	player	activity	and	less	passive	income	by	holding	large	guild	objectives.	Please	see	below.	I	would	still	like	to	know	what	the	issue	with	the	auto-update	process	is	-	is	it	because	your	company	"cracks"	SSL	connections?	it's	always	heartbreaking.16.06.2021	17:40	UTCSpiderQuote	from	Zynthia:
“whilst	fighting	the	new	OW	spider,	anytime	anyone	new	rides	up	theres	a	chance	for	aggro	switch	without	no	atk	or	use	of	taunt,	then	person	in	question	rides	out	of	range	and	reset,	still	being	naked	without	taunt	”	We	will	fix	this	as	soon	as	possible.10.06.2021	15:42	UTCAlbion	Online	Mobile	Launch	FAQQuote	from	Midgard:	“Searching	"Sandbox
Interactive"	finds	it	in	the	App	store	(whereas	"Albion	Online"	did	not).	The	estimations	we	gave	you	-	were	honest	-	but	even	if	all	of	us	would	be	working	day	and	night	(which	many	of	us	do	at	the	moment)	we	cannot	speed	it	up	any	further.	I'm	a	solo	or	small	group	player	located	in	a	city	(or	hideout)	and	want	to	do	an	open	world	gathering	or	PvE
run	and	then	return	back	to	where	I	started	…02.03.2022	14:55	UTCStack/Sort	in	the	InventoryHi	everyone,	with	today's	patch	we	have	updated	the	Stack/	Sort	Buttons	to	display	as	text	rather	than	as	Icons	on	PC.	We	are	completely	overhauling	castles,	with	new	layouts	and	treasure	chests	spawning	through	the	entire	week.	As	we	stated	in	the
previous	posts	-	the	problem	is	that	we	have	to	deal	with	third	parties.	are	those.	Will	there	be	changes	to	Albion	Online’s	business	model?	Now	they	make	HQ	hideouts	also	for	the	big	guilds.	Existing	mounts	will	be	converted	into	these	as	well.	That	may	change	in	the	future,	but	there	are	no	concrete	plans	right	now.	No	other	client	can	see	that
communication.	the	pockets	on	the	other	hand	have	tier	that	is	different	from	the	one	of	the	zone.	What	do	you	guys	think?	Also	the	balance	changes	are	not	neccessarily	all	complete.	if	you	type	a	name	and	press	"Enter"	to	submit	your	invitation	(instead	of	clicking	"OK")	the	keyboard	gets	disabled	for	people	that	have	window	animations	disabled	in
the	options.	I	can	do	a	single	HCE,	hop	into	a	zone	for	a	quick	gathering	session,	or	just	go	kill	a	few	mobs--	something	the	average	player	does	anyways.	”	Added.28.02.2022	18:39	UTCО	ситуации	с	платежами	в	РубляхВсем	привет,	В	связи	с	нестабильностью	на	финансовых	рынках,	наша	платежная	система	приостановила	обработку
платежей	в	российских	рублях.	Windows	Defender	and	Windows	firewall	will	protect	your	system	adequately.	It	is	usually	a	range	weapon	but	low	tier	challenging	someone	who	is	melee	but	very	high	tier,	making	the	person	think	he	can't	lose,	then	slowing	pew	him	with	arrows	from	on	top.	Time	slots	for	Levels	1-4	are	now:	-	02	UTC	-	13	UTC…
21.12.2019	11:02	UTCDev	Talk:	Crystal	LeagueHey	everyone	and	@Norgannon	Amusingly	enough	this	is	exactly	what	we	are	doing,	we	will	be	raising	the	ip	floor.	Sometimes	is	impossible	to	get	to	an	option	below	before	it	scrolls	back	up.	E…12.07.2019	12:20	UTCPlease	BEWARE	this	SCAM	tacticHi	@Ravenar,	So	do	I	understand	you	correctly	that
you	would	prefer	to	have	"130	m"	there	instead	of	"130,000,000"?	Also	Nightcreek	Marsh	currently	is	a	Yellow	Zone,	but	on	the	map	it's	showing	as	Red.	Unfortunately	due	to	the	weekend	we	cannot	quickly	fix	that	problem.	Lots	changed	during	that	time,	and	roughly	1	year	ago	took	up	the	position	as	community	lead…29.04.2019	07:52	UTCQOL:
Option	to	disable	Adventurer's	Challenge	Popup	on	LoginHi	@Bogul,	sorry,	didnt	mean	to	mislead	you...	Processing	takes	probably	an	hour	or	two	until	all	piled	up	data	is	handled	and	then	you	should	see	current	data	again.	”	Steamcharts	are	a	somewhat	better	proxy	for	our	player	number	trend	than	MMO-Population.com,	but	the	following	needs	to
be	kept	in	mind:	-	Only	a	small	share	of	Albion's	player	base	play	through	Steam.	The	Land's	Awakened	Update	will	hopefully	see	Steam	numbers	picking	up	again	09.11.2021	21:09	UTCNew	Weapon	Line:	War	Gloves	&	Black	Hands	replacementHere	are	some	more	adjustments:	-	Blood	Ritual	(Demonfang)	-	Enemy	Damage	DoT	Duration:	2.5s	->	1.4s
(Overall	damage	stays	the	same)	-	Dragon	Leap	(all	War	Gloves):	-	Damage:	85	->	70	-	Knocked	into	air	duration:	0.65s	->	0.5s	-	Blazing	Geyser	(Brawler	Gloves)	-	Cooldown:	15s	->	20s	-	Rage	(passives	on	all	War	Gloves)	-	Cooldown	Modifier:	20%	->	15%	-	Damage	Increase:	20%	->	15%	And	Mimic	now	get	the	ability	Triple	Kick	when	used	on	War
Gloves	Cheers,	Retro09.11.2021	18:58	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	2.0	-	Lands	Awakened	UpdateQuote	from	Schmellow:	“Poison	pot	nerf	is	not	in	patchnotes.	-	Lino18.07.2019	09:57	UTCWho	is	in	charge	of	the	UI	changes?Hi	@KCyanide,	I	am	the	one	you	suggest	should	be	fired	Even	though	I	personally	had	no	hand	in	the	sorting	changes,	I	believe
the	intended	way	this	is	supposed	to	work	is	much	better	than	it	previously	was.	This	is	extremely	important	for	us.	And	now	you	can	try	it	out	for	yourself	on	the	Albion	Online	Staging	Server!	In	order	to	help	us	get	feedback	about	this	release	and	see	how	the	new	features	perform	with	larger	player	numbers,	we	encourage	…13.05.2022	10:50
UTCStuck	in	a	Loop	on	Zone	ChangeShould	be	fixed	now.13.05.2022	10:05	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Into	the	Fray	UpdateInto	the	Fray	Update	Features	Magic	Staff	Overhaul	Into	the	Fray	kicks	off	a	complete	overhaul	and	rework	of	the	Magic	Staffs	line,	to	bring	their	overall	visuals,	readability,	animations,	audio,	and	gameplay	experience	to	a
whole	new	level.	Always	keep	in	mind	that	these	numbers	are	there	to	be	tested	for	now	on	the	test	server.	2.	”	Hi,	thanks	for	this	report.	Mais	detalhes:	albiononline.com/pt/news/lands-awakened-patch-8	Para	a	lista	de	mudanças	completa,	leia	as	notas	oficiais	do	pacote.25.04.2022	10:10	UTCLands	Awakened	Patch	8	steht
bereitb73b88bd683c707abb61e310d36f5ffd47e8c03e.jpeg	Lands	Awakened	Patch	8	steht	bereit!	Dieser	Patch	bringt	umfangreiche	Änderungen	im	Kampf-Balancing,	verbessertes	Arena	Matchmaking,	und	noch	mehr.	Yes,	a	territory	with	a	regular	fight	in	these	time	frames	has	to	manage	to	have	both	teams	ready	at	that	point	in	time.	-	Deactivated
Trial	Key	purchase	option	in	the	Invite-a-Friend	menu	-	Set	default	quality	to	Ultra	Settings	for	desktop	clients	-	Self-healing	now	applies	a	healing	sickness	effect,	just	like	being	healed	by	an…22.03.2019	17:35	UTCFree-to-Play	FAQHey	folks,	Will	try	to	shed	some	light	on	your	questions	and	concerns.	Also,	note	that	similar	scams	are	being	run	for
other	popular	games.	Gatherer	will	not	fight	back	if	he	kill	the	ganker	,he	cant	even	loot	if	he	loot	he	is	restricted	to	tp	back.	Thanks	for	the	hint,	we	will	investigate.18.07.2017	16:16	UTCGame	Launcher	Crashes	[SOLVED]Do	you	have	a	version	of	Qt	installed	on	your	PC?	With	the	“Call	to	Arms”-Update	we	introduced	Loadouts	as	a	way	of	saving	sets
of	equipment	together	with	additional	inventory	items	into	bundles,	which	can	then	be	equipped	from	Banks	or	Chests	with	the	click	of	a	button.	I	removed	those	from	the	page	and	now	icons…02.10.2018	10:11	UTCThe	Albion	Online	WikiQuote	from	Grimhawke-EB:	“Is	something	wrong	with	the	and	tags?	And	I'd	be	happy	to	join	for	an	interview
some	time.	as	i	said,	i	had	the	error	and	it	went	away	after	a	complete	uninstall	and	new	download	of	the	webinstaller.	-	You	must	physically	be	in	the	country	or	region.	Avatar	Selection	As	the	"old"	avatar	selection	screen	was	running	out	of	space	to	display	all	of	the	avatars	and	rings,	we	decided	to	integrate	…07.01.2020	13:38	UTCAdjustments	to
the	Crystal	LeagueThank	you	all	for	your	feedback	and	happy	new	year!	We	have	put	a	lot	of	thought	into	your	replies	and	went	over	all	of	them.	It	only	changes	the	mouse	cursor	on	a	driver	level	and	does	not	interfere	with	the	game	client	in	any	way.	We	applied	a	workaround	for	now	and	API	should	be	back	up	in	a	few	minutes.	That	means	that
purchases	from	within	the	native	client	and	our	website	are	not	possible	in	that	currency	anymore,	and	you	will	receive	an	error	message	if	you	attempt	to	do	so.	This	needs	to	be	directed	as	a	full	DB	breach,	and	not	downplayed	as	a	"small	forum	data	breach".	Once	again,	thank	you	fo…12.04.2019	15:03	UTCDaily	Maintenance	(Reminder)Hey
everyone,	Since	we	see	a	fresh	influx	of	new	players	joining	our	community,	we	wanted	to	give	you	an	extra	reminder	that	each	day	we	carry	out	a	scheduled	maintenance.	Hope	that	helps?	Consumables	5.	-	Lino28.06.2019	09:35	UTCVanity	&	Customization@Drift	No,	only	the	new	skins	we	produced	and	the	armored	guild	horses	will	be	purchasable
for	gold.	----	During	the	duel,	the	exploiter	will	use	mobility	spells	to	run	outside	the	dueling	ring.	No	more	static	locations	besides	Castles	and	Castle	Outposts.	(artists	and	not	game	designers).	while	participating	in	this	activity.	For	the	local	temp	folders,	edit	your	system	enviroment	variables	TMP	and	TEMP.	Thank	you	for	your	patience.	If	the
initiator	of	the	attack	participates	in…14.11.2017	14:37	UTC[14.11.17]	Testserver	Patch	Notes	-	Joseph	Patch	#4Joseph	Patch	#4	Changes	-	Halloween	is	over.	2FA	(Two-Factor	Auth)	is	already	used	on	a	lot	of	platforms,	and	is	(in	my	experience)	not	that	intensive	to	implement.	If	your	friend	said	that	they	haven't	done	anything	of	the	sort,	then	I	do
not	see	a	reason	why	the	account	shouldn't	still	be	there.	We	also	i…03.11.2021	12:48	UTCDiscussion	about	Testserver	Patch	Notes	-	Lands	Awakened	UpdateQuote	from	Volite:	“From	what	I've	tested,	the	opening	rules	seem	to	be	reversed,	is	this	a	bug,	please?	Quote	from	Vocandin:	“Decent	amount	of	slots	(30	for	personal,	60	for	guild?)	”	Guilds
actually	have	100	Loadout	slots	.	The	network	pa…07.04.2017	15:21	UTCKeyboard	glitch	after	inviting	someoneThere	is	a	known	bug	with	the	invitation	ui	(e.g.	for	guild/party).	Best	regards,	Thorn16.11.2021	14:44	UTCPlayer	activity	of	AlbionHey	there,	Steamcharts	only	shows	players	who	play	on	the	Steam	version	of	the	game	-	and	that	is	just	a
small	share	of	Albion's	player	base	The	drop	you	see	there	is	largely	due	to	other	game	releases	and	the	fact	that	our	last	major	content	update	was	a	while	ago.	Usually	ended	about	the	same.	Here	are	the	final	adjustments:	Time	Slot	Adjustments:	The	NA	time	slot	has	been	moved	forward	by	one	hour	to	2	UTC	to	avoid	overlap	with	the	prime	time
slot.	the	way	back	full	of	goods	is	one	of	the	more	exciting	part	of	gathering/farming	cause	it	let	a	chance	to	lose	all	and	how	many	enjoyed	to	pass	throught	gankers	to	finally	access	the	m…06.05.2022	15:06	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Quote	from	Akuti:	“Here	are	a	few	scenarios	where	i	think	this	is	the	worst	idea	I	have
heard	for	Albion	to	date:	scenario	1:	Person	A	and	B	have	a	hideout	in	a	central	blackzone	person	A	fills	their	inventory	to	the	brimm	with	gather	materials	and	zones	out	of	the	hideout	person	B	waits	there	(person	B	has	come	all	the	way	from	town)	person	A	suicides	person	B	loots	and	teleports	to	town.	See	computerhope.com/issues/ch000549.htm
For	the	system	temp	folders	see	answers.microsoft.com/en-us/wi…e1-404c-aa27-a76c0b45081819.12.2016	09:15	UTCMy	MacBook	Pro	blew	upDear	ereke,	I	am	really	sorry	about	your	MacBook.	Do	you	have	cybersecurity	officer	at	SBI	or	you	using	outsourcing	services?	Often	we	just	have	to	wait	for	the	third	party	to	reply	and	prepare
configurations.	Aggretations	(this	week,	last	week,	...)	may	take	some	more	time	to	be	updated	as	we	don't	compute	them	too	often,	but	over	the	weekend	those	should	be	fine	as	well.	-	Lino28.06.2019	09:23	UTCThe	Percival	Update	Arrives	July	10!@Sixnations	@Goldorack	Please	see	my	post	here:	Vanity	&	Customization	It	contains	all	the	info	that's
necessary.	1.12.365	/	REV	124291	-	22	August	2018	Changes	-	Upgrading,	repairing	and	construction	of	buildings	is	now	much	faster	and	is	the	same	speed	throughout	all	tiers	of	resources.	David17.12.2015	19:19	UTCFINSTACK	bribing	the	devs!!Quote	from	The_Nosferatu:	“What..	Softcap	and	Itempower	We	have	increased	the	starting	Itempower
to	900	and	added	a	scaling	to	the	itempower	softcap.	Quite	some	time	ago	I	decided	it's	time	for	me	to	move	on	to	new	challenges	and	therefore	I	have	to	say	goodbye	today.	Treasure	resources	will	also	be	available	on	Tier	5	and	Tier	6.	That	they	currently	drop	piles	of	0	silver	is	a	bug	and	will	be	fixed	in	an	upcoming	patch.	Best	regards,
Thorn18.11.2020	12:36	UTCDev	Talk:	Development	Update	November	2020Quote	from	Robinhoodrs:	“9b05ef71d3caa0247bbfcbfafbaf8b33.png	So	I	see	Thetford	is	flagged	as	a	RED	ZONE,	shouldn't	it	be	a	BLUE	ZONE?	Wardrobe	3.	On	the	map	you	have	z…20.03.2019	10:00	UTCFree-to-Play	FAQWhen	will	Albion	Online	go	free-to-play?	Seems	to	me
that	you	will	get	this	bonus	in	faction	pvp?"	We're	still	working	on	changing	this	to	NOT	apply	the	defensive	bonus	as	long	as	players	are	flagged	for	faction	warfare.	Albion	Online	will	go	free-to-play	on	April	10,	2019	at	10:00	UTC.	If	it	would	be	all	about	'perceiving'	the	higher	number	we	could	multiply	everything	by	10	but	in	the	end	the	relative
relation	of	th…07.11.2018	13:42	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Crystal	Realm	BattlesQuote	from	Funstealer:	“last	2	questions	I	got	that	I	don't	see	coverd	1)	are	we	able	to	merc	into	a	crystal	gvg	2)	can	we	par	take	in	both	EU	and	NA	time	zone	crystal	gvg	on	the	same	char	”	1)	yes,	merc	is	an	option	and	will	be	shown	separately	in	your	stats	2)	yes,	the	two
time	windows	are	not	exclusive07.11.2018	13:17	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Crystal	Realm	BattlesQuote	from	Funstealer:	“Does	doing	a	crystal	realm	gvg	lock	u	from	regular	GvGs	”	No,	you	will	be	able	to	participate	in	a	Crystal	Battle	and	later	on	fight	a	regular	GvG	also	for	the	same	territory.	Is	this	overlooked	in	the	patch	notes	or	has	the	loot	not
changed?	We	are	working	on	a	solution	for	this	so	you	can	see	current	data	as	soon	as	possible.	Dafür	könnt	ihr	euch	hier	registrieren!	Es	gibt	eine	spezielle	Belohnung	für	cross-platform	play	wenn	die	Mobilversion	veröffentlicht	wird,	über	die	wir	euch	in	unserem	Newsartikel	mehr	erzählen.	I	assumed	the	UI	locking	somehow/always	throwing	up	an
error	since	you	mentioned	you'd	have	to	chang…18.05.2022	15:12	UTCCommon	Trade	BugQuote	from	solventh:	“Quote	from	Amoebius76:	“Hey,	that's	new	to	me.	Please	keep	reporting	in	case	you	encounter	lags/dcs	or	issues	like	that.19.08.2017	22:23	UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)Thank	you	all	for	reporting.	Any	change,	no	matter	how
big	or	small	they	may	appear,	gets	discussed	internally	and,	of	course,	pros	and	cons	get	weighed	against	each	other.	-	If	you	recently	move…25.10.2021	10:30	UTCBBCode	in	forum	signature	is	not	workingHey	there,	You	should	be	able	to	use	BB	code	once	you	have	enabled	it	under	your	signature	settings:	NginmeV.png06.10.2021	19:00	UTCWhat
happened	to	the	quick	buy	feature???It's	planned	to	be	released	with	the	next	content	update.05.10.2021	16:25	UTCThe	Forums	Could	Use	a	Night	Mode	ThemeQuote	from	The_Support_God:	“Very	nice	very	nice	thanks	to	who	ever	upgraded	the	night	mode	”	I'll	keep	making	changes	to	it	-	and	as	said	above,	will	keep	an	eye	out	on	this	thread	for
suggestions.05.10.2021	13:29	UTCThe	Forums	Could	Use	a	Night	Mode	ThemeGood	suggestion	-	added	a	quick	and	dirty	Dark	Mode	theme	that	you	should	now	be	able	to	choose	from	your	forum	profile	settings.	-	Lino27.06.2019	16:11	UTCVanity	&	Customization@Lanyday	As	the	text	says:	the	mounts	will	be	converted	with	Percival.	Very
Important:	All	these	changes	are	still	in	testing	and	may	vastly	differ	in	the	final	patc…03.02.2022	12:02	UTCSBI	deleting	inactive	accounts?Hey	@Blenfjorn,	We're	not	deleting	accounts	unless	people	ask	us	to.	In	addition	to	providing	a	more	optimized	development	process,	this	update	should	greatly	improve	some	aspects	of	the	game's	performance,
particularly	a	reduction	of	micro-stutters	during	gameplay.	We	will	continue	to	monitor	the	game's	post-update	performance	and	make	any	necessary	adjust…04.03.2021	10:49	UTCan	open	letter	to	SBI	about	the	HG	rework.The	loot	and	fame	in	our	reworked	Hellgates	should	be	better	than	comparable	activities.	Это	должно	позволить	вам	снова
войти	в	зоны	PvP	__________________________________________________	1.	is	it	also	wrong	within	the	world	(your	name	label)	?	When	you	die	the	item	u	had	in	ur	bag	or	something	dissapears?	”	Delicious	solidified	delight.	this	makes	the	champions	much	much	harder	to	take	down	in	blue	zones.	We	built	upon	this	idea	and	also	expanded	the	diversity	of
enemies	you	can	encounter	for	a…29.10.2021	17:42	UTCMarketplace	LoadoutsHi	everyone!	This	Feature	Dive	will	go	into	detail	about	the	Loadout	integration	to	the	Marketplace.	Click	''Mark''	4.	My	thoughts:	Either	do	nothing	and	leave	the	game	as	it	is,	OR	For	the	traveling	concerns:	-	add	much	faster	mounts	to	the	game,	as	was	suggested	by
people	earlier	For	the	8	no-skill	ganker	concern:	-	Increase	trash	rate	of	victim's	items	depending	o…04.04.2022	14:28	UTCI	have	a	question	about	the	land	auction	system.Hi	Hanul,	I	am	not	sure	if	I	fully	understand	your	question,	but	I'll	try	to	give	an	answer.	---	Update:	---	All	fixed	now.10.12.2018	12:55	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Nimue	Patch
#3Nimue	Patch	#3	-	Ver.	I	don't	see	an	unfair	advantage	either.	”	You	can't	-	t…30.08.2021	13:21	UTCDuel	Exploit:	Terrain	ObstructionHey	everyone,	A	dueling	exploit	has	recently	come	to	our	attention.	Therefore	it	is	an	important	online	game	design	principle	to…30.03.2020	14:15	UTCAlliance	Restrictions	Test:	Findings	and	Next	StepsHi	all,	Our
test	to	restrict	the	power	of	alliances	has	been	running	for	a	little	over	a	month	now,	and	it's	time	to	give	you	an	update	on	our	findings	and	next	steps.	If	you	aren't	careful	it	wouldn't	be	hard	to	find	a	way	to	suicide	in	a	zone	with	resources	and	have	them	picked	up	with	someone	locked	to	a	far	away	place.	Thanks!	-Talion25.06.2021	15:23
UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Call	to	Arms	Patch	8Quote	from	decand:	“Quote	from	PrintsKaspian:	“	-	PvE	Rewards	in	Lethal	Hellgates	increased:	-	2v2:	+10%	-	5v5:	+20%	-	10v10:	+30%	”	for	clarity,	is	this	referring	to	empty	gate	chests,	mob	fame,	or	both?	Sorry	for	the	inconvenience.	There	you	can	buy	some	safe	bank	space	for	little	silver	to	store
your	loot	in	the	Black	Zone	even	without	access	to	a	Hideout.	If	you	need	further	information	on	what	Loadouts	are	and	how	to	create	them,	you	can	check	out	our	Dev-Talk	on	the	topic	here.	First	of	all,	note	that	the	concept	above	does	not	help	people	who	want	to	transport	gear	from	a	…06.05.2022	15:15	UTCDev	Talk:	Into	the	Fray
IntroductionQuote	from	hyllyh:	“this	"recall	button"	will	be	a	BZ	killer.	I	hope	this	helps	with	the	issues	you	have	been	having.	Open	the	Settings	3.	-	Evoque25.03.2019	11:12	UTCTestserver	Patch	Notes	-	Oberon	Patch#1Oberon	Patch	#1	-	Ver.	Unknown	itemtype	items	*	1.	Note	that	this	chest,	unlike	some	others,	can	be	placed	either	inside	or
outside,	to	somewhat	make	up	for	its	lower	capacity.	”	Yes-	please	update	your	Albion	account	password	by	scrolling	to	the	bottom	of	albiononline.com/en/profile/.17.10.2020	14:02	UTCForum	Vulnerability	Discussion	ThreadQuote	from	Robinhoodrs:	“Aren't	the	forum	passwords	the	same	as	the	log-in	passwords	for	the	game	though?	-	Fixed	an	issue
where	Smoke	Bomb	triggered	invisibility	on	caster	every	time	anybody	walked	into	the	smoke	cloud.	Most	chests	had	their	loot	increased	as	mentioned.	Or	maybe	just	an	rare	item	that	can	make	it	impossible	to	drop	a	certain	item.	Changes	and	Improvements	-	Adjusted	the	Realmgate	area	to	make	space	for	an	upcoming	building	-	Added	the	option
to	use	Shift	+	Mousewheel	to	rotate	items	during	placement	-	Changed	build…09.11.2018	10:00	UTCA	Brief	Guide	to	Crystal	Realm	BattlesQuote	from	Desriel:	“Quote	from	Kumquat:	“I	see	from	your	message	that	you	are	aware	of	the	royal	exception.	18.07.2017	16:20	UTCGame	Launcher	Crashes	[SOLVED]Nice	that	this	workaround	fixes	it	but	it	is
really	strange,	normally	that	should	not	be	a	problem	(must	be	an	issue	under	win7).	I've	updated	it	to	reflect	the	chest's	actual	capacity.	In	theory,	we	could	even	say	that	you	can't	use	it	at	all	(or	for	a	certain	time)	after	looting	a	cor…03.03.2022	13:43	UTCTown	Portal	-	QoL	Suggestion	(->	see	new	thread)Quote	from	YeSer:	“Craft	profit	is	higher
than	30%	why	will	they	not	exploit?	The	start	of	the	fight	-	Since	the	purpose	of	a	Hellgate	is	to	provide	a	fair	PvP	experience,	it	is	not	certain	that	a	fight	will	start	with	my	mana	/	cape	/	pot	/	life	in	ha…25.02.2021	16:53	UTCAre	the	2v2s	in	its	final	state?	Thank	you	for	that!	We've	already	collected	lots	of	interesting	technical	data	that	helps	us	fix
bugs	before	a	release.	Hence,	it	has	0	impact	on	Albion's	local	economy	or	the	importance	of	transport.	”	They	def.	If	you	can	tell	us	the	involved	characters	and	when	that	happened	please,	so	we	could	check	that	out.	-	Lino12.06.2019	14:45	UTCChanging	Appearance	(Skins)Hey	@ShiroTagachi!	As	@Circe1872	already	said:	We're	releasing	the	first
batch	of	customization	options	with	out	next	content	update	Percival.	A	fix	will	probably	be	deployed	in	Patch	3	for	Hector.09.06.2017	07:59	UTCGuild	tab	bugsthanks	for	reporting	this	bug!	the	fix	will	be	deployed	with	an	upcoming	patch	a	workaround	for	now	when	this	bug	appears	is	to	move	up	the	scrollbar	to	the	top	(you	can	click	and	drag	the
scrollbar),	then	switch	to	another	tab	and	finally	switch	back	to	the	previously	bugged	tab08.06.2017	10:12	UTCWindripple	Fen	TerritoryThat	territory	shouldn't	be	there,	thanks	for	the	report.02.05.2017	10:37	UTCIs	it	allowed	to	scan	your	internet	trafic	and	pick	up	logsHey	guys,	first	of	all	thank	you	for	asking	before	actually	doing	anything.	We're
investigating	the	issues	at	this	moment.	USEALLAVAILABLECORES	and	NOTEXTURESTREAMING	seem	to	be	Unreal	Engine	parameters,	but	Albion	Online	does	not	use	Unreal.	so	with	this,	i	can	farm	all	my	soul,	put	it	in	a	HO	then	OX	it	all	and	wait	10	sec	to	secure	my	goods	in	a	city?	24.05.2022	12:49	UTCi	cant	get	in	red	zone,	need	some
requeriments	?	Now	that	Albion	is	growing	…16.12.2020	18:39	UTCGuild	Season	11	ScheduleQuote	from	Gouloute:	“Hello,	can	someone	explain	me	why	the	world	bosses	T8	give	90	guild	points	instead	of	15	?	UPDATE:	issues	should	be	resolved	by	now11.03.2020	00:30	UTCGetting	black	screen	whenever	I	try	to	login	to	AlbionWe're	seem	to
currently	be	experiencing	some	network	issues	for	a	portion	of	our	players	in	the	United	States	and	Canada.	Thanks	for	reporting	this.06.05.2020	14:30	UTCCityplots	3rd	party	programm	to	see	the	Bids	beeing	placedNo,	such	a	tool	is	not	possible.	Now	you	don't	need	to	know	our	internal	item	names	anymore	but	can	use	the	ingame	item	name	for	it.
-	Lino03.07.2019	10:57	UTCVanity	&	Customization@Medardo_Sempai	As	@Elsa	said,	the	stag	skin	you	see	there	was	an	idea	we	had	that	didn't	make	it	into	the	final	version.	Furniture	items	8.	Please	see	my	post	from	today	for	more	info:	Vanity	&	Customization	-	Lino20.05.2019	07:20	UTCTravel	Planer	typing	bugHi	@kamilasd1,	this	is	already
fixed	on	our	side	and	will	be	patched	ASAP.	”	I	don't	think	the	transport	meta	would	change	much	here.	Also,	the	"unnecessary	(and	potentially	boring)	travel	time"	that	you're	talking	about	is	literally	content	waiting	to	happen	with	ganking	and	general	risk/reward.	We	see	this	in	a	similar	way	as	the	outposts:	Your	income	will	of	course	vary	with	the
amount	of	pvp	/	gankers	so	we're	careful	not	to	have	this	as	the	single	most	efficient	way	to	get	points.	Test	Summary	In	order	to	restrict	the	power	of	top-end	alliances,	we	introduced	a	set	of	measures	(LINK)	on	26th	of	February.	Knowing	that	many	dungeon	cards	are	already	drawn	(beta	cards	1	&	beta	2),	do	you	plan	to	diversify	the	dungeons	of
third-party	equivalent?	When	you	bid	on	a	plot	that	is	between	you	and	the	server.	Also	please…23.08.2017	20:04	UTCLag	issues	(Update	8/27/17	15:05	PM)We're	still	working	hard	on	a	solution.	As	some	of	you	have	already	pointed	out,	using	WireShark	or	silimar	tools	to	analyze	network	traffic	is	undetectable	from	our	end	and	we	therefore	do	not
consider	it	an	offense.	”	This	feedback	is	directly	based	on	the	feedback	collected	from	various	gathering	players	who	were	unhappy	about	T7/T8	resources	only	spawni…26.02.2020	17:08	UTCBizarre.	I	removed	the	2	images	with	the	developer	console	and	that	fixed	my	issue.	Albion	Online’s	business	model	has	always	been	based	on	two	pillars:
Premium	status,	w…19.03.2019	15:55	UTCFeedback	on	the	Oberon	new	tutorialHey	Tilden,	You	make	a	really	good	point	here,	and	it	is	important	for	sure	that	there	is	a	smooth	transition	from	the	tutorial	to	where	you	begin	your	own	story	in	Albion.	”	it	happens	lotta	times	in	a	day..	It	really	helps	us	collecting	d…04.03.2021	09:57	UTC[03.	Das	beste
für	Spieler	in	Deutschland	ist:	die	Mobilversion	ist	dort	bereits	verfügbar!	So	können	wir,	als	deutsches	Studio,	die	Mobilversion	auf	dem	Weg	zum	globalen	Release	noch	besser…22.04.2021	09:57	UTCMassively	increasing	Hellgate	Rewards	in	Patch	4!Greetings	everyone,	As	a	follow	up	to	the	changes	you	saw	in	Patch	3,	the	Hellgate	Team	has	made
even	more	changes	coming	in	Patch	4.
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